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1 Introduction 
 

In the modern world, reading and literacy are often taken for granted, as literacy rates around the 

world keep rising. Similarly, the importance of language skills and knowing foreign languages is being 

highlighted more and more. In Finnish schools, pupils and students are required to learn one second 

language and one foreign language. Ideally, they are also offered the opportunity to choose optional 

languages at all levels of their schooling. Because only very few pupils or students are exempted from 

studying foreign languages, virtually all children and teenagers completing their education in the 

Finnish system are required to learn the two mandatory languages. However, some of them face 

considerable challenges in their language learning. A possible factor behind these challenges is 

developmental dyslexia, which can adversely affect both literacy and language skills.  

 

Developmental dyslexia is classified as a specific learning disorder and it is not caused by problems in 

overall development, low intelligence, nor low-quality or the lack of teaching. It is a relatively common 

learning difficulty — some estimates in Finland claim that every school classroom will have at least one 

pupil or student with some level of reading difficulty (Lukimat, n.d.). Most commonly, children who 

experience dyslexia alone without any additional developmental or learning difficulties are taught in 

regular classrooms by regular classroom or subject teachers, with occasional support from a special 

education teacher. It is highly likely, then, that almost every teacher will come into contact with 

dyslexia during their career.  

 

Developmental dyslexia usually presents itself as different challenges in reading and writing. However, 

at the core of the condition lie difficulties in understanding and processing the sounds of language as 

well as problems with memory. Consequently, learning foreign languages will almost always be a 

struggle for dyslexic individuals. They may find the learning process difficult and arduous, and — while 

consequently often facing repeated failures — they tend to suffer from anxiety and lack of motivation. 

In these situations, the teacher’s role in mentoring the learning process becomes especially important. 

It is, then, imperative that foreign language teachers understand and recognize dyslexia and the 

problems it may cause in order to meet the learners’ needs.  

 

However, dyslexia does not seem to be a special concern for applied linguists or educators of language 

teachers. My own experience in applied linguistics studies, teacher studies, and teacher training at the 

University of Helsinki certainly did not include any information on dyslexia. Similar teacher experiences 

are echoed in the scarce scientific literature that exists on the topic (e.g., Rontou 2012; Knudsen 2012; 
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Aalto, 2019). Much of the research on developmental dyslexia concerns the fields of neurology, 

psychology, or special education. Studies dealing with developmental dyslexia from the point of view 

of applied linguistics and especially foreign language teaching is relatively scarce. The few studies that 

have been conducted on foreign language learners’ or teachers’ experiences (many of them non-peer-

reviewed thesis works) strongly suggest that due to lack of training, teachers’ understanding on the 

issue tends to be insufficient and could even affect their attitudes towards their dyslexic pupils or 

students. At the very least, many teachers seem not to have the knowledge and tools required to fully 

support dyslexic individuals in foreign language learning. However, more research is needed to fully 

ascertain the situation in order to further help both foreign language teachers and learners. 

 

Teachers’ knowledge and understanding of dyslexia of course depends largely on the education system 

in which they work and the teacher training they receive. In this MA thesis, I investigate Finnish EFL 

teachers’ experiences, thoughts, and practices regarding developmental dyslexia in their careers. 

More specifically, the research questions are: 
 

1. What do EFL subject teachers know about dyslexia and where 
have they learned about it? 
 

2. What kinds of attitudes do EFL subject teachers have towards 
dyslexia? 

3. How is dyslexia visible in the EFL classroom from the subject 
teacher’s point of view? 

4. How do EFL subject teachers take dyslexia into account in their 
teaching? 

The answers to these questions were sought through an online survey examining Finnish EFL teachers’ 

experiences related to dyslexia. The survey instrument and its questions were developed using findings 

from the interview and survey studies with both learners and teachers conducted by Dimilier and Istek 

(2018), Rontou (2012), Knudsen (2012), Szaszkiewicz (2013), Peltonen (2018), and Aalto (2019), as well 

as information from Nijakowska’s (2010) work that discusses dyslexia in the context of foreign 

language learning in more general. Because published and peer-reviewed research on the topic is so 

scarce, I also relied on non-peer-reviewed thesis works in my research.  One such study that was central 

to my own is Aalto’s (2019) bachelor’s thesis, where she surveyed Finnish EFL teachers about dyslexia 

and differentiation. I used Aalto’s (2019) survey as the starting point for my own, while adjusting it 

based on other research to better serve the current study. The survey results were analyzed using both 

qualitative and quantitative methods, namely descriptive statistics and content analysis. Based on 

previous research both in Finland and elsewhere, as well as based on my own experiences in teacher 
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training, I expected to find that most EFL teachers do not have enough knowledge about dyslexia nor 

the tools to fully help their dyslexic pupils and students. 

 

In what follows, I will first provide relevant background information to understanding dyslexia and 

foreign language learning as well as their role within the Finnish education system. Then, I will discuss 

both peer-reviewed and non-peer-reviewed research that was influential in designing my own study. 

In Chapter 3, I will describe the data and methodology used in the study. I will introduce the analysis 

and its findings in Chapter 4, before turning to a more detailed discussion and conclusions based on 

those findings in chapters 5 and 6.  
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2 Background 
In this chapter, I will discuss terminology and background information that are relevant to my thesis. 

First, I will define and describe dyslexia, the kinds of challenges it poses to learners of foreign 

languages, and the kinds of methods suggested in the literature for supporting dyslexic learners. Then, 

I will introduce the Finnish education system, describe the support mechanisms available for pupils 

and students with special educational needs, as well as explain how learning foreign languages works 

within the education system. Finally, I will briefly introduce teacher cognition as a research field and 

discuss some previous studies that have investigated developmental dyslexia in the context of foreign 

language learning and teaching. 

 

 

2.1 Dyslexia and foreign language learning 

This section will first provide a more in-depth introduction to developmental dyslexia and its origins. 

This is followed by a discussion of how dyslexia affects the foreign language learning process and the 

kinds of difficulties learners might face.  

 

2.1.1 What is dyslexia? 
The term dyslexia describes a situation where an individual faces difficulty in learning to read with 

precision and fluency despite their potential. In dyslexia, the difficulty in reading and writing is not 

caused by mental retardation, sensory problems, nor environmental or didactic negligence (i.e. poor 

teaching) (Nijakowska, 2010, p. 9). The phenomenon is thought to be caused by language-related 

issues especially in phonological awareness that make learning the correspondence between written 

and spoken language especially difficult (Aro & Lerkkanen, 2019, pp. 273–274). 

 

Dyslexia is one of the most researched, one of the most well-known, and one of the best understood 

learning disabilities. In the English-speaking world, a distinction is often made between acquired 

dyslexia and developmental dyslexia to distinguish whether the condition was acquired as a result of 

brain trauma or illness, or whether it is a genetic neurological condition (Nijakowska, 2010, pp. 1–2). 

According to Aro and Lerkkanen (2019, pp. 273–274), the English term dyslexia is most commonly used 

for describing difficulties in “technical” reading (recognizing the relationship between letters and 

sounds), while the broader terms reading disability and reading disorder cover difficulties in reading 

comprehension as well. In my study, I will use the terms developmental dyslexia and dyslexia 
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interchangeably to describe the kind of situation where difficulty in technical reading and writing arises 

and is not caused by trauma, low IQ, sensory issues, or low-quality teaching. 

 

The official diagnostic criteria for dyslexia in Finland follow those detailed in ICD-10, the medical 

classification list by the World Health Organization. In the ICD-10, the condition is referred to as specific 

reading disorder or specific learning disorder with impairment in reading. According to the 

classification, dyslexia often involves difficulty in writing and language development as well. Also 

emotional and behavioral issues are common especially in school-aged children (KELA & THL, 2019). 

However, official diagnoses are rare in Finland because diagnosis is not required for the school to 

arrange support for the pupil or student (Aro & Lerkkanen, 2019, p. 275). Formal diagnoses are usually 

only made if the support provided by the school is not sufficient (Lukimat, n.d.). In addition, dyslexia 

might be diagnosed in upper secondary schools, because a formal diagnostic statement from a special 

education teacher, psychologist, or a speech pathologist as well as further testimonies from subject 

teachers are required for a student to receive special arrangements or considerations in the national 

matriculation examinations (Ylioppilastutkintolautakunta, 2021, pp. 11–13). According to Peltonen 

(2018, pp. 30–31), the fact that these statements need to be recent might contribute to diagnoses not 

always being done at earlier school levels. 

 

The lack of diagnosis also makes it difficult to estimate the prevalence of the condition. According to 

Nijakowska (2010, p. 9) estimates vary greatly even within countries (i.e. within languages), with 

numbers ranging from 0.1% to 30% sometimes been quoted. Dyslexia exists in all written languages 

researched so far, although different languages with their individual characteristics pose different 

kinds of demands on reading skills and thus the symptoms of dyslexia might also somewhat vary 

(Suchodoletz, 2007, p. 2; Nijakowska, 2010, p. 101). Nijakowska claims that estimating and comparing 

the frequency of dyslexia is also hindered by the fact that different countries might use different terms 

and definitions. What people tend to agree on, however, is that dyslexia is a genetic, neurological 

condition, in which a person suffers from the difficulty of phonological processing on the cognitive 

level, creating challenges in learning to read and write (Nijakowska, 2010, pp. 3–4).  

 

 

2.1.2 The effects of dyslexia on foreign language learning 
When talking about language learning and acquisition, it is common to distinguish between a foreign 

language and a second language. From the learner’s perspective, a foreign language is a language that 

is not habitually spoken around the learner. Instead, the learning happens in a more formal context, 
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such as at school in the learner’s home country. A second language, on the other hand, is a language 

other than the learner’s first language that is spoken in the community surrounding the learner and 

that the learner hears and uses in their every-day life. The distinction, then, is in the learning 

environment, although the mechanics of learning a new language different from one’s own are 

relatively similar in both cases. This is why research does not always distinguish between the two and 

the umbrella term L2 is often used (for more on foreign language and second language, see e.g., Yule 

2014). Since this study focuses on the experiences of English teachers within the Finnish context — 

where English is still largely considered a foreign language — the terms ‘foreign language’ and ‘English 

as a foreign language’ (EFL) will be used here, although some references are made to ‘second 

languages’ as well. 

 

Focusing on dyslexia in the second or foreign language learning context is a relatively new perspective. 

Although developmental dyslexia itself has been studied since the 1800s, the connection between 

difficulties in the first language and difficulties in foreign language learning was only recognized in the 

1980s (Nijakowska, 2010, p. 67). Since then, the research conducted and theories suggested by Richard 

Sparks and Eleonore Ganschow (together, separately, and with others) in the 1990s seem to form the 

very foundation on scientific literature on the topic, seeing as their studies are cited in virtually all the 

books and research articles available on the topic (e.g., Nijakowska 2010; Ưodej’, 2016; Suchodoletz, 

2007). Nijakowska claims that dyslexia research is scarce in bilingual or multilingual contexts 

(Nijakowska, 2010, p. 106), while Suchodoletz points out that dyslexia research only started focusing 

on multilingual and foreign language contexts around the turn of the millennium (Suchodoletz, 2007, 

pp. 1–2). In fact, many authors writing on the topic seem to lament on the scarceness of research 

connecting dyslexia and foreign language learning.    

 

What we do know, however, is that learning foreign languages can feel very challenging to dyslexic 

learners. It is now commonly accepted that native language skills form the foundation for foreign 

language learning (e.g., Sparks, 1995). The underlying causes of dyslexia are thought to involve lowered 

language abilities, such as limited language awareness (especially phonological awareness) and lacking 

phonological abilities, as well as difficulty retrieving terms from memory (Ganschow & Sparks, 1995, 

pp. 107–108; Aro & Lerkkanen, 2019, pp. 254–255; Nijakowska, 2010, pp. 35–63). According to 

Nijakowska (2010, p. vii), the major difficulty in dyslexia is the inability or lowered ability to distinguish 

and process the sounds of a language and, in turn, making the connection between the sounds and 

their written symbols. It is not at all surprising, then, that dyslexic learners often face special difficulty 

in learning foreign languages. Nijakowska (2010, p. 70) points out that many dyslexic individuals learn 

to compensate for their problems in other subjects and tend to attain at least average results. 
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However, when the learning of a new language requires them to widen their phonological awareness 

in order to learn a new phonological system and its relationship to its written form, the difficulties 

posed by dyslexia persist. 

 

How clearly the sounds in a language are linked to the graphemes that symbolize them varies from 

language to language. According to Aro and Lerkkanen, Finnish is an exceptionally clear and regular 

language to learn to read (Aro & Lerkkanen, 2019, pp. 258–260). In fact, Finnish can be described as 

orthographically shallow. According to Nijakowska, orthographic depth is a concept used to classify 

alphabetic orthographic systems based on how clear and consistent the letter-to-sound relation is. An 

orthographically deep or opaque language (e.g., English or French) has an inconsistent letter-to-sound 

relationship, whereas in an orthographically shallow language (e.g., Finnish or Spanish), this 

relationship is clear (Nijakowska, 2010, pp. 21–22). Developmental dyslexia may manifest itself to 

different extents and in different ways in different languages partially based on their orthographic 

depths (Nijakowska, 2010, p. 90, 101). It can be argued that most foreign languages offered in Finnish 

schools (see section 2.2.3 in this thesis) are orthographically deeper — that is, have more challenging 

patterns of letter-to-sound correspondences – than Finnish. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that 

even learners who have experienced only minor challenges in learning to read Finnish may struggle 

considerably more in learning a foreign language.  

 

Reading, writing, and mastering the spelling system of a foreign language are just some of the issues 

dyslexic foreign language learners face. According to Nijakowska, some learners may also find it 

difficult to distinguish different similar-sounding sounds, to understand syntactic and morphological 

rules, or to memorize and recall vocabulary. The work might require much more time and effort than 

teachers expect. It is also common for the learners to suffer from anxiety and to get demotivated 

(Nijakowska, 2010, pp. 90–93, 97–98). 

 

One of the issues for dyslexic learners is that learning a foreign language tends to be at least somewhat 

based on the written language. When we learn a language in a classroom with 20 other people learning 

at the same level, presentations of spoken language tend to be limited and we often rely heavily on 

textbooks. Ưodej argues that the central problem dyslexic learners of foreign languages face is actually 

the fact that they are usually challenged to read before they have had the chance to learn the sound-

grapheme relations of the language (Ưodej, 2016, p. 51). While it is very difficult to change the 

logistical limitations of traditional language classrooms, many different teaching methods and aids for 

dyslexic learners learning foreign languages have been suggested and even tested. I will turn to some 

of these methods next. 
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2.1.3 Differentiation methods for dyslexia suggested in literature 
Differentiation or differentiated teaching refers to an educational practice where the individuals in a 

group receive teaching and assessment based on their individual needs, adjusting the goals, range, 

depth, and speed of teaching or the materials and methods used in teaching (termipankki.fi). The 

purpose of differentiation is to give each individual the opportunity to learn at their own level, applying 

their own specific skills. Often differentiation methods used for dyslexic learners involve adjusting 

assignments or their assessment. Nijakowska (2010, p. 123) recommends that dyslexic learners be 

allowed to complete assignments and tests orally instead of in the written form. Allowing for extra 

time to complete tasks is also a popular attempt at responding to the needs of dyslexic learners (e.g., 

Rontou, 2012, pp. 145–146; Knudsen, 2012, p. 29).  

 

However, there are many ways in which teachers can support the learners already in the learning 

process before the assessment. For example, Nijakowska advocates allowing the learner to use a 

computer for writing; using teacher-generated handouts to aid in following the lessons; using large, 

loose fonts and clear formats for text-based materials; and utilizing videos, music, and audiobooks in 

teaching. All visual aids and the use of the body in teaching and learning is especially useful for dyslexic 

learners (Nijakowska, 2010, pp. 148–150). She also emphasizes the meaning of positive feedback and 

praise as well as creating opportunities for success in order to increase motivation and decrease 

anxiety. Further, the teaching of metacognitive strategies and analyzing one’s own thought process 

can be useful (Nijaokwska, 2010, p. 123, 150). Most of all, however, Nijakowska encourages teaching 

phonological awareness and explicitly addressing the sound-grapheme system. She argues that this is 

the most important support method agreed upon by researchers, therapists, and teachers when 

teaching dyslexic children and that it has been shown to positively affect writing and reading skills 

(Nijakowska, 2010, pp. 116, 122–123). 

 

The strategies required for reading depend on the characteristics of the sound-grapheme 

correspondence of a language (Nijakowska, 2010, 27–28). This means that the processes of reading 

and learning to read can be very different in different languages, including the first language and a 

foreign language of a dyslexic language learner. Aro and Lerkkanen (2019) point out that the reading- 

and writing-related teaching methods that work for one language and one writing system might not 

be suitable in some other language context. They argue that language teachers should be aware of the 

specific characteristics of the writing system used in the language they teach as well as some of the 

methods used to teach reading and writing that language (Aro & Lerkkanen, 2019, pp. 258–260). 

Similarly, Nijakowska encourages teaching dyslexic learners the rules of the writing system of the 

target language (e.g., the effect of the location or the environment on how a sound is written).  
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The explicit teaching of sound-grapheme relations is also central in the Multisensory Structured 

Learning (MSL) or Orton-Gillingham method. Although the method was originally developed for 

helping dyslexics to read in the first language, Nijakowska recommends its use in foreign languages as 

well. In the MSL method, teaching is multisensory, direct and explicit, systematic, highly structured, 

sequenced, cumulative, synthetic, phonetic, and phonics-driven. It involves lots of practice, repetition, 

and reinforcement and is organized in small groups or individually. The goal is to simultaneously 

activate all routes of sensory reception (auditory, tactile, visual, and kinesthetic) in order to maximize 

efficient learning. In practice, this means that the visual appearance, the sound, and the feeling (in the 

mouth or the hand while saying or writing) of a sound or a word are all used in its teaching. The MSL 

method has been shown to work for both first and foreign language learning and to improve reading, 

writing and reading comprehension. The method works for different age groups, in different contexts 

and for different languages (Nijakowska, 2010, pp. 123–127). 

 

The above discussed ways for supporting the learning process for dyslexic language learners mostly 

involve technical aids and specialized materials or focus on increasing the phonemic awareness in the 

target language. Ưodej, on the other hand, has tried to tackle the difficulty in learning new vocabulary 

that many dyslexics face in their foreign language learning. She argues that the traditional way of 

teaching vocabulary by presenting new words simultaneously in both the written and the spoken form 

or first in the written and then in the spoken form is actually what makes the learning difficult for 

dyslexics. Based on this observation, she suggests a six-step approach to teaching vocabulary, where 

the new word is first presented orally (step 1), focusing on the phonological form, and then in 

connection to its meaning (step 2). The pronunciation and meaning are then practiced through drills 

(steps 3 & 4). Only after the learner has mastered using the word actively by themselves (step 5), the 

written form is presented (step 6).  Ưodej intends her method to mirror the way children first learn to 

speak their first language (Ưodej, 2016, pp. 117–118). While it is questionable how realistic Ưodej’s 

approach would be in real-life language classrooms in terms of time and the extensive vocabulary lists 

to be learned in traditional textbooks, other authors have also recommended teaching the written and 

spoken forms of words as separate steps (e.g., Suchodoletz, 2007, p. 4), which might be a more realistic 

way of teaching vocabulary in regular language classrooms. 

 

In conclusion, various methods for supporting dyslexic foreign language learners can be found in 

literature. However, how widely these methods have made their way into foreign language classrooms 

or even into the repertoire of foreign language teachers is unknown.  
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2.2 The Finnish education system as a context for the current study 

In this section, I will provide necessary contextual information for understating the current study. I will 

first introduce the Finnish education system and the different levels of schools. I will then turn to 

discussing how the system tries to meet special educational needs and, finally, I will briefly explain 

how learning foreign languages works in Finnish schools in terms of language options, learner ages, 

and teacher training.  

 

2.2.1 Compulsory education and levels of schooling 
Dating back to the 1970s and the great educational reform in Finland, the Finnish education system 

has been largely characterized by equal opportunity and equal access. The comprehensive education 

system introduced in the 1970s brought all pupils from different backgrounds and with different 

ambitions into similar schools to study a standardized curriculum in districts around the country. Since 

then, contemporary trends in developing the system continue to prioritize equal opportunity and 

access. For example, recent legislation extends compulsory education requirements through the upper 

secondary level to help ensure educational attainment and prevent marginalization in society (Finnish 

Government, 2020). Further efforts aspire to make early education and care available to all in order to 

even out differences in early development (Kallunki, 2019). 

 

Children usually enter the Finnish education system either at the level of early childhood education 

and care (kindergarten) or pre-primary education (one-year preschool). While attending a 

kindergarten is not mandatory and also a fee is charged based on the family’s income, the education 

is based on a National Curriculum approved by the Finnish National Agency for Education (FNAE). Pre-

primary education, on the other hand, has been compulsory since 2015 and is provided for free, also 

based on a National Core Curriculum (NCC) by the FNAD (Ministry of Education and Culture, n.d). 

Children usually enter pre-primary education in the fall of the year, during which they turn 6 years old.  

 

Comprehensive education, or basic education, in Finland comprises grades 1 through 9, divided into 

primary school (grades 1–6) and lower secondary school (grades 7–9). Comprehensive education is 

compulsory for all children who reside permanently in Finland, starting from the year they turn 7. 

Comprehensive education is largely organized for free by local authorities (usually municipalities); only 

2% of comprehensive school pupils attend private or state schools (Ministry of Education and Culture, 

n.d.). After finishing comprehensive school, students move on to the upper secondary level, which 

became compulsory for all in 2021.  
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Upper secondary education in Finland consists of two different tracks students can choose from: 

general and vocational upper secondary schools. General upper secondary schools (referred to as 

‘upper secondary schools’ in this thesis) provide general education that does not qualify the students 

for any particular occupations. At the end of the upper secondary school, students take a national 

matriculation examination, which qualifies them to apply for universities, universities of applied 

sciences, or vocational institutions. Vocational upper secondary schools (here referred to as 

‘vocational schools’) offer diplomas that provide basic qualifications for different fields. Basic training 

for vocations can be partially or even fully completed in workplaces through apprenticeships. In 

addition to the vocational training, the students must complete common studies in languages, IT, 

mathematics and science, as well as civic studies. Completing a basic vocational training diploma also 

qualifies for applying to universities or universities of applied sciences. Completing upper secondary 

education in either track takes about three years. It is also possible to study both tracks simultaneously 

as a double diploma, in which case studies usually last four years (Ministry of Education and Culture, 

n.d.). Pupils finishing their comprehensive education in the spring of 2021 will be the first class to join 

compulsory upper secondary education and to be offered free study materials, vocational uniforms, 

and vocational training equipment (opintopolku.fi, n.d.A).  

 

 

2.2.2 Special educational needs 
In recent years, the equal opportunity and equal access philosophy of Finnish education has also come 

to mean inclusion of pupils and students with special educational needs in mainstream schools and 

classrooms whenever possible. The NCC for Basic Education highlights the “uniqueness of each pupil” 

and every pupil’s “right to a good education and success in their studies.” The curriculum further states 

that: “Each pupil has the right to grow into his or her full potential as a human being and a member of 

society.” The curriculum also references law and international human rights and children’s rights 

treaties to strengthen the case for equal opportunity and equal access (FNAE, 2016). Similarly, the NCC 

for General Upper Secondary Education references human rights conventions and states that 

education is meant to promote equality and equity (FNAE, 2019). 

 

Both the NCC for Basic Education and the NCC for General Upper Secondary Education highlight the 

early recognition of learning difficulties and making learning accessible for all. Education should 

support pupils’ and students’ self-confidence, self-assessment, and learning-to-learn-skills. Therefore, 

teachers have the duty to ensure that all pupils have opportunities to experience success in their 

learning and to give encouraging feedback. It is the duty of each teacher to provide support (FNAE, 

2016; 2019). 
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In basic education, support is available to pupils at three different levels: general, intensified, and 

special support, as described in the NCC for Basic Education. General support is the first response by 

the school when a pupil needs support in their learning. It involves individual pedagogical solutions 

and guidance. This form of support is given as soon as need for support arises and every individual 

pupil is entitled to it at any given time, since no formal evaluations or decisions are needed. Intensified 

support is organized if and when general support does not have the desired effect on the pupil’s 

schoolwork. Providing intensified support requires completing a pedagogical assessment, designing a 

learning plan, and keeping records of how the support works. The support is to be planned as a 

coherent hole and its purpose is to allow a pupil to complete mainstream education using flexible 

teaching arrangements. The third level of support, or special support, is intended for pupils who 

otherwise cannot adequately achieve the goals set for their growth, development, and learning. It is 

used when intensified support has not been enough to meet those goals. This support can involve full-

time special needs education and an individualized syllabus. For a pupil to receive special support, a 

formal written decision is required, and an individual educational plan will be drawn up. The necessity 

of special education is reviewed periodically. The exemption of a pupil from a subject is utilized as the 

very last resort (FNAE, 2016).  

 

Irrespective of the level, the support provided to pupils must be flexible, based on long-term planning, 

and adjustable based on the changing needs of a pupil. Support is to be provided for as long as the 

pupil needs and at the appropriate level. Whenever possible, support should be provided within the 

pupil’s own teaching group and/or school by utilizing flexible teaching arrangements. Some forms of 

support are even directly prescribed in the Basic Education Act in the Finnish law. According to the 

NCC for basic education, these include remedial teaching, part-time special needs education, 

interpretation and assistance services, as well as special aids (audiobooks, tools). These support forms 

are intended to be used as needed at all three levels of support, either separately or together (FNAE, 

2016).  

 

In upper secondary schools, students struggling with learning difficulties are entitled to special needs 

education and other forms of support for learning as required by their individual needs. The NCC for 

General Upper Secondary Education stipulates that schools must provide support for learning and 

studying in order to support students in completing their studies, in improving their well-being, and in 

preparing for their futures. The need for support should be assessed at the beginning of the studies as 

well as throughout the studies. The support should be individualized based on each student’s 

background, strengths, and developmental needs. Support measures are designed together by 
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teachers, students, and other possible experts, and the curriculum highlights collaboration between 

subject teachers and special education teachers. These measures can include versatile guidance and 

pedagogical solutions, such as differentiation of instruction, diverse methods of evaluation, and special 

equipment or facilities. Students’ individual needs should always be taken into account in learning 

situations and tests. In addition, schools must assess students’ need for special arrangements for the 

national matriculation examinations based on the support they have needed and received. The schools 

will also guide the students in acquiring the necessary statements and practicing the use of the special 

arrangements (FNAE, 2019). 

 

Support for students with special educational needs is also available in vocational schools. According 

to an education website run by the Finnish National Agency for Education and the Finnish Ministry of 

Education and Culture, vocational schools offer special support based on and planned according to 

each individual student’s needs. With more complicated or intense needs, special educational groups 

or institutions for vocational education are available (opintopolku.fi, n.d.B). More specifically, the Act 

on Vocational Education and Training states that vocational school students are entitled to long-term 

and regular special support based on learning disabilities, disabilities, medical conditions, or other 

reasons to support their achieving the goals set for them in the diploma program. “Demanding special 

support” may be provided when a student’s condition is severe, and they need personalized, 

multifaceted, and extensive support. Decisions on support will be made by the school on a case-by-

case basis and recorded in the student’s individual study plan (Laki ammatillisesta koulutuksesta 

531/2017). 

 

Overall, the Finnish education system tries to offer equal access to education for those with special 

educational needs. Not only do the curriculums try to ensure that everyone can complete the required 

curriculum or an individualized curriculum in each subject, but they also highlight the accessibility of 

learning itself as well as the skills required for one to keep learning beyond school. In the case of 

dyslexia, this should mean finding ways to learn despite the difficulties in reading, writing, and 

phonological awareness.  

 

 

2.2.3 Foreign language learning 
In the Finnish school system, English is usually learned as a foreign language. Although Finns are 

generally known for their good level of English language skills and the language education has a good 

reputation, in the recent years there has been some worry over their language skills becoming more 

and more unilateral. Although schools theoretically offer many options for language learning it is not 
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necessarily visible in the reality of what pupils and students actually study. Below, I will briefly 

introduce the foreign language learning programs in Finnish education for up to approximately the 12th 

grade.  

 

During the primary school years, pupils in Finland learn one or two foreign languages in addition to 

Swedish or Finnish as a second language (FNAE, 2016). Officially, Finland is a bilingual country where 

approximately 87% speak Finnish and 5% speak Swedish as their first language (Statistics Finland, 

2021). The NCC calls Swedish or Finnish the “second national language” distinguishing it from the 

subject of foreign languages (FNAE, 2016). Because the vast majority of Finnish municipalities are 

unilingually Finnish-speaking (Kuntaliitto, 2017), Finnish can be considered a second language to many 

Swedish-speaking learners, who are likely to encounter the language outside of the classroom in their 

every-day lives. However, for most Finnish-speaking learners of Swedish this is less common, and the 

learning primarily takes place in the school classroom. It makes sense, then, that Swedish and English 

(the most common foreign language taught in schools) are often paralleled in public discourse (e.g., 

Iltalehti, 2019), as if Swedish were a foreign language as well.  

 

The selection of actual foreign languages offered alongside the second national language varies from 

school to school, but all schools offer at least English. The first foreign language (termed A1 in the NCC) 

is most commonly English, although some other languages might be available at some schools. The A1 

language is mandatory and has commonly begun in the 3rd grade, but since the year 2020, all pupils 

start the A1 language in the 1st grade. The second language (B1 language), which begins in the 6th 

grade, is usually Swedish or Finnish (depending on the pupil’s first language), as discussed above. At 

the primary school level, one optional foreign language (A2 language) might also be offered, starting 

in the 4th or 5th grade (SUKOL, n.d.). The availability and the options for an A2 language depend on the 

municipality and the individual school. 

 

In Finnish lower secondary schools, pupils continue to study the two mandatory languages and possibly 

the optional language from primary school. In addition, a new optional language (B2 language) can be 

chosen in the 7th or 8th grade, depending on the school. The language options vary from school to 

school. Common B2 languages include French, German, Russian, and Spanish (SUKOL, n.d.). 

 

Upper secondary schools and vocational schools in Finland also offer different languages. In upper 

secondary schools, it is theoretically possible to continue all the languages the student has studied in 

primary school and lower secondary school if all the languages are available at the new school. In 

addition, new optional languages (B3 languages) can be chosen. In vocational schools, studying the 
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second national language and one foreign language, usually English, is mandatory (SUKOL, n.d.) and 

optional languages might be offered depending on the school.  

 

The most common languages in Finnish schools are English and Swedish/Finnish. Among 6th graders in 

2018, English was both the most common A1 language (91.4% of the age group) and A2 language (8% 

of the age group), while the B1 language is almost without exception the second national language or 

sometimes English (Iltalehti, 2019). Often, this is a result of municipal budgeting and many 

municipalities do not even offer other foreign languages at their schools. The dominating role of 

English and Swedish/Finnish often seems to result in people thinking that English and Swedish/Finnish 

are the two mandatory languages that can then be supplemented with optional languages such as 

German or French. Even though the system, at least in theory, tries to encourage pupils and students 

to study languages other than English, its dominance persists. It can then be said that EFL teachers in 

Finland encounter almost the entire age group, with minor exceptions. Therefore, EFL teachers are 

also the most likely language teachers to encounter dyslexia in their work.  

 

Foreign language teachers in Finland are usually trained professionals. Typically, a language teacher 

will have completed a master’s degree (MA) in the language they teach as well as approximately one 

year’s worth of teacher studies, which usually includes some practical work in the classroom. Some 

language teachers will have an MA (or sometime a Master of Science degree) in some other subject 

they teach and a smaller unit comparable to a bachelor’s degree in the language that they teach. Of 

course, there are also language teachers who do not have formal qualifications in the language or as a 

teacher, but these are relatively rare. According to a report by the Ministry of Education, as many as 

90% and above of teachers working in primary schools, lower secondary schools, upper secondary 

schools, and vocational schools in Finland are formally qualified for their jobs (FNAE, 2020). The 

teacher training that language teachers receive varies from university to university, and so they are 

also familiarized with learning disabilities to different extents. My own observation as a teacher trainee 

at the University of Helsinki is that the information we received on learning disabilities was very scarce. 

The issues were handled on a very general level as one content unit in one course. As a future language 

teacher, I do not feel competent in teaching the pupils and students with various levels of learning 

disabilities I might face in my work. When it comes to dealing with dyslexia in foreign language learning, 

this view has been echoed by teachers in other countries as well. Thus, it could be that the education 

and training that qualifies language teachers for their jobs does not prepare them for teaching pupils 

and students with special educational needs. 
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2.3 Previous research 

In this section, I will discuss previous research in the field. First, I will introduce teacher cognition as a 

research focus and define the concepts ‘knowledge’ and ‘attitude’. Then, I will discuss studies that 

have investigated learners’ and teachers’ experiences of how dyslexia affects foreign language 

learning. 

 
2.3.1 Teacher cognition, knowledge, and attitudes 
Common approaches to investigating learning-related phenomena include studying learner cognition 

and teacher cognition or, in other words, their thoughts and experiences. More specifically, language 

teacher cognition as a subfield of applied linguistics investigates the mental lives of language teachers 

in relation to their work (Kubanyiova & Feryok, 2015, p. 435). Teacher cognition studies typically 

investigate teachers’ beliefs and knowledge (Kubanyiova & Feryok, 2015, p. 435), but may also target 

such aspects of teachers’ mental lives as attitudes and assumptions (Barnard & Burnes, 2012, p. 3); 

conceptions, thoughts, and theories (Borg 2006 in Kubanyiova & Feryok, 2015, p. 439); and even 

emotion (Borg, 2012 in Kubanyiova & Feryok, 2015, p. 439). According to Barnard and Burns, teacher 

cognition as a research field has expanded rapidly in the recent decades, as researchers have started 

to investigate what teachers believe and know, and how this affects their teaching (Barnard & Burnes, 

2012, p. 1). 

 

In the current study, I investigate EFL teachers’ knowledge about dyslexia and attitudes towards 

dyslexia. Barnard and Burns define knowledge as something that “respected members of one’s 

community accept as a fact” (Barnard & Burns, 2012, p. 3). In the case of developmental dyslexia, we 

can assume that the characteristics and aspects of developmental dyslexia commonly agreed upon by 

researchers and practitioners as outlined in scientific literature can be considered ‘knowledge’. The 

measure created for assessing knowledge about dyslexia in the current study was created based on 

such information.  

 

Defining attitudes is a little more complex. As discussed by Garrett (2010, pp. 19–20), various different 

definitions have been offered as to what constitutes an attitude. An early and a popular definition was 

offered by Allport, who defined an attitude as “a learned disposition to think, feel and behave toward 

a person (or object) in a particular way” (Allport, 1954 in Garrett, 2010, p. 19), highlighting that 

‘attitude’ concerns affect as well as thoughts and behavior (Garrett, 2010, p. 19). Garrett himself 

defines an attitude as “an evaluative orientation” towards an object, with “a degree of stability that 

allows it to be identified” (Garrett, 2010, p. 20). On the other hand, the Handbook of Social Psychology 
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defines attitude as “a psychological tendency that is expressed by evaluating a particular entity with 

some degree of favor or disfavor” and as an internal state that is not directly observable but is instead 

inferred from some kind of observable responses (Eagly & Chaiken, 1998, p. 269). In this study, an 

attitude is defined as an internal evaluative orientation that involves affect, thoughts, and behavior 

and that can be observed through observable responses, in this case: the agreement or disagreement 

with statements about the attitude object.  

 

 

2.3.2 Studies on dyslexia and foreign language learning 
Despite the strong connection of dyslexia to general language abilities and the significant difficulties 

dyslexia can create for foreign language learning, research connecting foreign language learning and 

dyslexia is relatively scarce. Most of the literature on dyslexia concerns the fields of special education 

or neurology and general learning, while applied linguistics and foreign language learning seems to be 

a rare approach to take. There have been some studies investigating dyslexic learner’s motivation (e.g., 

Csizér & Kormos, 2010; Csizér, Kormos, & Sarkadi, 2010) and a few experimental designs testing the 

effects of teaching methods on dyslexic learners’ foreign language learning (e.g., Nijakowska, 2008; 

Ganschow & Sparks, 1995; Sparks, Ganschow, Kenneweg, & Miller, 1991). In terms of studies 

addressing teachers’ knowledge, attitudes, and teaching methods regarding dyslexia, I was able to find 

two published and peer reviewed studies and four non-peer-reviewed thesis studies that address 

teachers’ and learners’ experiences with dyslexia and foreign language learning.  

 

Dimilier and Istek (2018) conducted a case study where they investigated the memories and 

experiences of an adult mildly dyslexic woman in Turkey about learning English as a foreign language 

as a child in school. Unsurprisingly, she reports having struggled especially with pronunciation, spelling, 

reading and writing, as well as learning letters and sounds. She says she was not always able to hear 

the difference in her own pronunciation and that of her teacher or her father. Similarly, she struggled 

to understand her teacher’s corrections on her written work. She also reports difficulties in 

memorizing and retrieving vocabulary (Dimilier & Istek, 2018, pp. 1394–1396). Despite the study 

concerning the experiences of only one individual and being based on the childhood memories of an 

adult, the case study points to similar findings as discussed by other authors.  

 

Rontou (2012), on the other hand, investigated the experiences of Greek EFL teachers, pupils and 

parents regarding differentiation for pupils with dyslexia. The study consisted of interviews and lesson 

observations. The teachers in Rontou’s study mentioned that the Education Ministry’s guidelines for 

differentiating for dyslexic pupils only concern assessment, while completely ignoring teaching 
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methods. The teachers also expressed lack of knowledge about dyslexia and not knowing what the 

dyslexic pupils need. The pupils interviewed in the study mentioned needing extra time in class. Rontou 

observed that teachers did, in fact, give the pupils extra time, but that the pupils did not find it 

sufficient. Teachers also complained of lack of time — there are only so many minutes in a lesson and 

they are not enough to properly focus on the needs of dyslexic pupils (Rontou, 2012, pp. 145–147).  

 

The findings of these two published, peer-reviewed studies are echoed in the four non-peer-reviewed 

thesis studies from Nordic countries that I found to be the most relevant background to my MA thesis. 

Szaszkiewicz (2013) and Peltonen (2018) both studied learner cognition in their master’s theses, while 

Knudsen (2012) and Aalto (2019) focused on teacher cognition in their studies. I will next discuss each 

of these studies in more detail. 

 

 Szaszkiewicz (2013) focused on the EFL learning experiences of Norwegian middle school students 

suffering from dyslexia. All the participants in Szaszkiewicz’s small interview study found English to be 

the most difficult or the second most difficult subject for them (Szaszkiewicz, 2013, p.43). In addition 

to difficulties related to writing, spelling, handwriting, reading, overwhelming workloads, slow working 

paces, and memorizing, the interviewees reported emotional issues related to low self-esteem, low 

motivation, frustration, and anxiety. Furthermore, the students felt that their teachers lacked the 

knowledge and understanding of dyslexia and were unwilling to help them. They felt that their 

teachers never understood how hard they worked and that they were only ever criticized by their 

teachers and did not receive any praise or enough feedback to allow them to develop. They felt that 

teaching was designed in a way that left absolutely no room for them to succeed (Szaszkiewicz, 2013, 

pp. 44–63). While Szaszkiewicz’s results seem alarming, it must be taken into consideration that the 

study was very small in terms of sample size and that it is a non-peer-reviewed thesis study, so its 

results should be interpreted with caution. However, based on the study, it is clear that EFL teachers’ 

attitudes play a major role in dyslexic students learning experience. This was also highlighted in 

Peltonen’s study, which I will discuss next. 

 

In her non-peer-reviewed MA thesis, Peltonen studied Finnish high school students’ experiences on 

receiving support in high school due to learning difficulties. Peltonen interviewed 14 students 

individually using semi-structured theme interviews. Although the study does not intentionally focus 

on dyslexia, most of the participants suffer from mild to moderate dyslexia (Peltonen, 2018, p. 11). 

The interviewees described their subject teachers as a major challenge in their high school experience. 

They felt that their teachers had very little knowledge about or very little understanding of learning 

disabilities. According to the students, many teachers had showed negative attitudes towards students 
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with learning disabilities, to the point of ignoring their need for support or even denying them some 

of the forms of support to which the students were entitled (Peltonen, 2018, pp. 32–35).  Accordingly, 

the interview findings emphasize teachers’ attitudes as the most important support strategy. The 

students found a flexible, understanding affect from a teacher towards learning-disabled students far 

more important than any concrete support methods (Peltonen, 2018, p. 47). However, while a 

teacher’s positive attitude might help students with their anxieties and motivation, it does not 

guarantee that learning happens. With its language neurology related origins, developmental dyslexia 

causes special difficulties in learning foreign languages that require special consideration when 

teaching dyslexic students. It is then worth asking, what kinds of teaching strategies teachers use. 

 

Knudsen (2012) and Aalto (2019) both studied dyslexia and foreign language learning from the 

teachers’ point of view. In her thesis, Knudsen (2012) investigated Swedish foreign language teachers’ 

knowledge about dyslexia, experiences dealing with dyslexia in their classrooms, and the teaching 

strategies they use with their dyslexic students. The research set-up, however, was somewhat 

problematic. The six foreign language teachers Knudsen interviewed were her own colleagues working 

in the same school. Furthermore, instead of individual interviews, she interviewed the teachers in two 

groups based on the language they teach (2012, p. 22). Interviewing one’s own colleagues and in 

addition interviewing them in groups with other colleagues present is problematic because the 

interviewees might not be willing to answer as honestly in front of their co-workers as they would in a 

one-to-one context and with an unknown researcher. In addition, the sample size in the study is very 

small, so its findings should be interpreted with caution.  

 

The teachers in Knudsen’s study were unable to fully articulate what dyslexia is. They were able to 

name symptoms and characteristics of dyslexic students but showed very little understanding of what 

causes them. They noted that dyslexic students have difficulties in reading, writing, spelling, learning 

new words, staying organized, writing intelligibly, as well as improvisation. Dyslexic students also need 

more time to complete tasks. The teachers expressed their lack of knowledge about learning 

disabilities as one of the major challenges in teaching dyslexic students. They did not know how to help 

their dyslexic students learn or which of their problems should be addressed first. The teachers also 

said that they find grading dyslexic students very challenging.  Most of their existing strategies involved 

assessment rather than teaching methods (Knudsen, 2012, pp. 25–35). Knudsen’s findings and 

conclusions suggest foreign language teachers might be focusing their differentiation strategies on 

assessment rather than teaching. She criticizes the education system’s tendency to focus on 

assessment rather than actually helping dyslexic students learn (Knudsen, 2012, p.37). 
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Aalto (2019) conducted a similar study in Finland. Her non-peer-reviewed bachelor’s thesis focuses on 

Finnish EFL teachers’ attitudes towards and understanding of dyslexia and differentiation as well as 

the kinds of differentiation methods the teachers use to accommodate their dyslexic students. Aalto’s 

data consist of responses to an online survey, although she faced some difficulty in reaching enough 

participants. Her survey was completed by only 15 EFL teachers, so the danger of bias in her results is 

significant (Aalto, 2019, p. 14). The teachers in Aalto’s survey reported low confidence in their skills to 

implement differentiation efficiently. Most of the teachers also felt that the teaching and training on 

differentiation they had received at university was not sufficient to prepare them for their work. 

Similarly, all the respondents said they either had not received any or had not received enough training 

on how to accommodate learners with dyslexia. In a question assessing the respondents’ attitudes 

towards dyslexia, no one expressed negative attitudes. Additionally, only one respondent claimed to 

never have worked with a dyslexic student and thus also reported not taking dyslexia into account in 

their teaching, while 13 respondents said they that had learners with dyslexia even at the time of the 

study and that they took dyslexia into account in their teaching. The most common methods used by 

the teachers were giving extra time, individualized/facilitated materials, not marking spelling errors, 

special education or remedial teaching, and technical aids. Other reported methods included individual 

learning goals, turning written exams into oral exams, and stimulating multiple sensory channels. Aalto 

notes that despite being highly recommended by researchers, stimulating multiple sensory channels, 

using individualized materials, and using technical aids had low usage scores (Aalto, 2019, pp. 17–22). 

It seems, then, that even if teachers in Finland might focus somewhat more on teaching methods than 

assessment methods in supporting their dyslexic students, the knowledge that research has to offer 

has not fully made its way to classrooms and teaching practice in Finland. This may be in part due to 

the lack of differentiation training in teacher education reported by the teachers in Aalto’s study. 

 

Although Aalto’s (2019) study paints a relatively positive picture on Finnish teachers’ attitudes towards 

dyslexia and their attempts at supporting their students, her findings are in contradiction to Peltonen’s 

(2018) findings on Finnish students’ experiences. Thus, the EFL teacher’s role in a dyslexic learner’s 

learning experience is central and needs to be investigated further.   
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3 Data and methodology in the current study 
In this chapter, I will first describe the data collection procedures and introduce the data used in the 

study. Then I will discuss methodological choices, including a description of the survey instrument and 

the analysis procedures. Finally, I will turn to issues of reliability and validity, and then finish with a 

brief discussion on ethical considerations involved in the current study. 

 

 

3.1 Data and data collection 

The population under investigation in the current study is EFL teachers at Finnish-speaking primary 

schools, lower and upper secondary schools as well as vocational schools. Teachers can be considered 

a hard-to-reach population because a sampling frame is difficult to establish and they also tend to 

receive many invitations and requests to participate in surveys, interviews, and other research, which 

can make them selective or resistant in terms of responding to surveys. Therefore, non-probability 

sampling was used instead of probability sampling, resulting in a non-random sample whose 

representativeness cannot be confirmed. 

 

The current data set was collected between Jan 17th and Jan 31st in 2021 using the online platform E-

lomake provided by the University of Helsinki. The respondents were reached through different 

Facebook groups for EFL and other language teachers at Finnish schools. In the first round of 

advertising, the invitation and the survey link were shared in five groups targeted at primary school 

language teachers (Alakoulun kieltenopetus), lower secondary school language teachers (Yläkoulun 

kieltenopetus), EFL teachers (Englannin opettajat), upper secondary school EFL teachers (Englannin 

opettajat lukiossa), and vocational school language teachers (Ammatilliset kieltenopettajat). In 

addition, the information was shared by The Federation of Foreign Language Teachers in Finland 

(SUKOL ry) and The Association of Teachers of English in Finland (Suomen englanninopettajat ry) on 

their Facebook page. A week later in the second round of survey invitations, a reminder was sent to 

all the groups and SUKOL ry. In addition, the survey invitation was shared in the Facebook groups of 

11 regional organizations for language teachers from around Finland (Pohjois-Savon kieltenopettajat 

ry, Espoon-Kauniaisten Kieltenopettajat ry, Lappeenrannan seudun kieltenopettajat ry, Satakunnan 

kieltenopettajat ry, Kieltenopetus Helsingissä ja Vantaalla, Turun seudun kieltenopettajat ry, 

Pirkanmaan kieltenopettajat ry, Kouvolan seudun kieltenopettajat ry, Mikkelin Seudun Kieltenopettajat 

ry, Lapin kieltenopettajat ry, and Keski-Uudenmaan Kieltenopettajat ry). This approach led to self-

selection for the survey participants. In addition, snowball-sampling was employed in that both the 

invitation and the final page of the survey included the request to share the survey with one’s 
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colleagues. It should be noted that these sampling methods carry the risk of bias, as participants with 

particular interest in the research topic are the most likely to volunteer for a study.  

 

The sampling process resulted in 73 responses to the survey. No duplicate or incomplete responses 

were identified. However, the responses of one of the participants were excluded from the final data 

because of inconsistencies in their responses that led me to believe they might not belong to the target 

population. The final sample, then, includes 71 female participants, one male participant and no 

participants identifying as ‘other’. Because of the gender imbalance in the sample and the sample size, 

the sample cannot be considered representative. Most participants (64%) report having taught at 

more than one school level. All the school levels considered in the study are included in the teachers’ 

reports of their work experience, with 67% having taught at the lower secondary level, 60% at the 

primary level, 50% in upper secondary schools, and 21% in vocational schools. Most of the participants 

are 31–40 or over 50 years in age (31% and 28%, respectively) and most have worked as a teacher for 

either 6–10 years or over 20 years (22% and 24%, respectively). All the participants have completed 

the teachers’ pedagogical studies and are formally qualified teachers. The completion year ranged 

between 1985 and 2019, representing different trends in teacher education. More than half (67%) of 

the participants reported teaching another language in addition to English, with Swedish being the 

most common other language (53% of all the participants report teaching both English and Swedish). 

Other languages the participants reported teaching were Spanish, French, and German, as well as 

Finnish as mother tongue or second language. 

 

 

3.2 Methodological choices 

The data were collected using a survey. Survey research is considered a highly effective method in 

social and behavioral sciences (Ruel, Wagner, & Gillespie, 2016, p. 2), and it is also one of the most 

common methods used for data collection in applied linguistics research focusing on foreign language 

learning (Dörnyei, 2010, p. xiii). Survey research as a term describes a methodological approach 

whereby data is collected in the form of people answering questions, often using questionnaires. As 

such, the method includes the question(naire) design process, the sampling approach used to obtain 

responses, as well as the administration of the questionnaire (Ruel, Wagner, & Gillespie, 2016, p. 2).  

 

The survey design in the current study was largely based on the questionnaire used by Aalto (2019) in 

her Bachelor’s thesis. Although Aalto’s survey was not validated and had several issues in design, I 

chose to use the survey as the basis for my own simply because to my knowledge, it is the only survey 
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that exists focusing on the specific topics that I wanted to investigate. However, all the questions were 

adapted to better suit the current study and some more questions were added, as well. The 

questionnaire developed for the current study (see Appendix 1) consists of four open-ended questions, 

three sets of Likert-scale items, and 12 multiple choice questions. The survey is divided into three 

sections, the first of which asks for relevant background information. The background section was 

modeled after Aalto’s survey, with some modifications and additions. Section 2 explores the 

respondents’ experiences with dyslexia in their studies and in their work, while section 3 focuses on 

differentiation for dyslexic individuals. Question 7 about whether dyslexia was covered in the 

respondents’ studies was adapted from a similar question in Aalto’s (2019) survey but made somewhat 

more specific. Questions 14 and 15 were inspired by and some items adapted from Aalto’s (2019) 

survey as well. In section 3, question 16 was lifted from Aalto’s (2019) survey as it is, while questions 

17 and 18 were adapted from her survey. Question 18 involves items from Aalto’s (2019) survey as 

well as items added based on what kinds of teaching methods literature suggests for supporting 

dyslexic individuals. 

 

The choice of question types and the order of sections and items were largely guided by Ruel and 

colleagues’ discussion on which question types are best suited for which kinds of information and 

analysis (Ruel, Wagner & Gillespie, 2016, pp. 31–35, 56–64). Multiple-choice questions were favored 

in the survey design to make both responding to the survey and analyzing the data easier. However, 

some open-ended questions were included to achieve some more in-depth information. The 

background questions were placed first in the survey to ease in the participants before moving to the 

more serious and demanding questions about dyslexia. An open-ended question asking the 

participants to freely comment on anything relating to dyslexia that they feel the survey did not cover 

was placed at the end of the survey to gage any thoughts the survey might have brought up.  

 

Likert-scale design was used to assess the respondents’ attitudes towards and knowledge about 

dyslexia, as well as their familiarity with differentiation methods. In the first two sets of Likert-scale 

items, questions about experiences with dyslexic pupils or students were mixed in with questions 

assessing the teachers’ knowledge about and attitudes towards dyslexia in order to reduce potential 

feelings of anxiety caused by ‘not knowing’ the answers to the knowledge-related questions. A five-

point scale ranging from strongly agree to strongly disagree was chosen to discern differences in the 

responses. A neutral option ‘neither agree not disagree’ and a sixth option ‘don’t know’ were included 

in order to avoid forcing the participants to take a stance if they have no opinion or knowledge about 

the matter. This was deemed especially important since the questions concerned the participants’ 

experiences with and perceptions about dyslexia and dyslexic learners. These two Likert scales were 
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used to create sum-variables to describe the participant’s knowledge about and attitudes towards 

dyslexia. The third Likert-scale measuring the participants’ familiarity with differentiation methods 

asked the participants to rate their relationship to each method choosing one of four response options: 

1) I don’t know the method at all; 2) I have heard of the method; 3) I know how to use the method in 

practice; and 4) I have used the method. Since the response options are not symmetrical or balanced 

and thus do not form a true scale (i.e., are not associated with firmly ordinal numeric scores), no sum-

variable was created for the analysis (cf. Ruel, Wagner & Gillespie, 2016, p. 59, 66). 

 

With the above introduced survey tool, my approach employs both quantitative and qualitative 

methodologies in a mixed-method design. The data from the multiple-choice questions and Likert 

scales of the survey were analyzed using descriptive statistical analyses on the SPSS and Excel software. 

The open-ended questions were analyzed through qualitative content analysis with an inductive or 

data-based approach (e.g., Dörnyei, 2007). This approach involved looking for common themes (e.g., 

words, phrases, or ideas) in the answers. Some themes became codes as they were (e.g., being 

slow/needing more time), while others were combined into an overarching code (e.g., ‘negative 

feelings’, which includes mentions of frustration, anxiety, low self-esteem, lack of motivation, negative 

attitudes towards language learning, etc.). Themes that appeared in more than one response were of 

special interest in the analysis.  

 

 

3.3 Reliability and validity 

Establishing the reliability and validity of a survey instrument is an essential part of survey research 

(Ruel, Wagner, & Gillespie, 2015, p. 87). Ruel and colleagues point out that validating a survey 

instrument can be more complicated in social sciences than in many natural sciences because social 

sciences tend to deal with abstract or intangible concepts that are not easily observed, as is also the 

case in the current study dealing with “knowledge” and “attitude”. However, since reliability and 

validity are fundamentally issues of error, any strategy that decreases measurement error will improve 

both reliability and validity (Ruel, Wagner, & Gillespie, 2015, p. 78-79). Therefore, increasing reliability 

and validity starts with having clear definitions of our variables under inspection and with constructing 

a clear and concise instrument. With both of these matters, pretesting and piloting are highly 

beneficial. 

 

According to Ruel and colleagues, pretesting and pilot testing a survey study is one of the most 

important ways to both establish and increase reliability and validity (Ruel, Wagner, & Gillespie, 2015, 
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p. 99). The current survey instrument went through both a pre-testing phase and a piloting phase. In 

the pre-testing phase, students of English applied linguistics in two different seminar courses as well 

as two applied linguistics teachers read through the survey and commented on the structure, 

questions, and wordings on multiple occasions. Finally, the survey was piloted by seven EFL teacher 

students with some teaching experience. EFL teacher students were asked to volunteer for the pilot 

study because reaching enough EFL teachers to participate in the actual study was deemed a challenge. 

Because many foreign language teachers in Finland teach more than one language, using teachers of 

other languages carried the risk of losing possible participants for the actual study as well. Therefore, 

piloting among EFL teacher students with some teaching experience was seen as the best option. The 

pilot study lead to some minor clarifications in the wording of two questions and to allowing the 

respondent to choose more than one option in one of the questions. While there are various statistical 

analyses that can be used to further establish the reliability and validity of a measure (see e.g., Hair, 

Black, Babin, & Anderson, 2014), only one such tool was used here and only to address the measures 

for knowledge about dyslexia and attitudes towards dyslexia. I will turn to this process next. 

 

The items addressing teachers’ knowledge and attitudes in the first two sets of Likert scale items (see 

Appendix 2) were used to create two sum-variables, knowledge about dyslexia and attitude towards 

dyslexia. To assess the internal consistency and thus the reliability of the two sum-variables, 

Cronbach’s alpha was used. The basic idea behind internal consistency is that if each of the items 

measure the same underlying construct (in this case: knowledge and attitude), then individuals should 

score similarly on all the items (Allen, 2017). According to Allen (2017), Cronbach’s alpha is the most 

common measure of internal consistency, although many authors caution against relying on it too 

much by itself (e.g., Cortina 1993; Cho & Kim, 2015; Hair, Black, Babin, & Anderson, 2014). Lavrakas 

(2008) describes Cronbach’s alpha as a reliability measure that addresses the internal consistency 

among a set of survey items that are believed to measure the same construct, are correlated with each 

other, and can form a scale. Cronbach’s alpha ranges between 0 and 1. The closer the value is to 1, the 

more coherent and reliable the scale is (Lavrakas, 2008, pp. 168–169). According to Ruel, Wagner, and 

Gillespie (2015, pp. 84–85) the interpretation of Cronbach’s alpha is similar to that of the correlation 

coefficient: A .76 Cronbach’s alpha can be interpreted as 76% of the variation among the items being 

consistent across all the items.  

 

Although Cronbach’s alpha of .70 is often considered a cut-off point for an acceptable level of internal 

consistency, some researchers have called this norm into question (e.g., Cortina, 1993 and Cho & Kim, 

2015). According to Cho and Kim (2015), the frequently cited .70, traced back to Nunnally’s 1967 

publication, has its roots in Nunnally’s “personal intuition”. In fact, Cho and Kim argue that there is no 
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empirical or logical evidence that suggests .70 somehow represents an adequate level of internal 

consistency. Furthermore, they criticize artificial efforts to increase the Cronbach’s alpha above a 

certain level because they argue this poses a threat to both reliability and validity (Cho & Kim, 2015, 

pp. 217–218). In fact, an excessively high Cronbach’s alpha can be a sign of unnecessary repetition and 

overlap (Streiner, 2003 in Cho & Kim, 2015, p. 2018) and can put validity at risk (Kline, 1986 in Cho & 

Kim, 2015, p. 218).  Furthermore, Hair and colleagues claim that Cronbach’s alpha may understate 

reliability (Hair, Black, Babin & Anderson, 2014, p. 619). With such criticisms in mind, Cho and Kim 

(2015, p. 218) caution against automatically applying any cutoff criterions and instead recommend 

considering Cronbach’s alpha on a case-by-case basis — when the importance of a decision made 

based on the measure increases, a higher level of internal consistency (i.e., a higher Cronbach’s alpha) 

should be expected. In a similar vein, Hair and colleagues argue that values as low as .60 may be 

acceptable if there are other indications of validity at play, such as face validity (Hair, Black, Babin, & 

Anderson, 2014, p. 619). On the other hand, George and Mallery (2003) have suggested a tiered 

approach that labels Cronbach’s alphas below .50 as unacceptable, .50 to .59 as poor, .60 to .69 as 

questionable, .70 to .79 as acceptable, .80 to .89 as good, and .90 or above as excellent (George & 

Mallery, 2003, p. 231). In conclusion, although Cronbach’s alpha of at least .70 is often cited as 

acceptable, the interpretation of the coefficient alpha is not that simple.  

 

The Cronbach’s alphas for the items measuring knowledge about dyslexia and the items measuring 

attitudes towards dyslexia in the current study are .67 (based on 10 items) and .64 (based on four 

items), respectively. In addition, the face validity of the items and the scales were assessed comparing 

them to literature on developmental dyslexia (i.e. it was made sure that the measures appear 

reasonable and conceptually consistent with the intended sum-variable construct). While based on 

the above discussion and the views of Hair and colleagues (2014) and Cho and Kim (2015), the alpha 

values obtained for the scales in the current study could be considered sufficient, it should be noted 

that these values show “questionable” internal consistency in George and Mallery’s (2003) terms. 

Since this small-scale study is exploratory in nature, the study does not lead to crucial decisions based 

on the results, and the scales seem to have reasonable face validity, the sum-variables will be used in 

the analysis. However, any analyses based on the two sum-variables should be interpreted with 

caution and therefore, I will also refer to the scale items individually in the analysis.  
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3.4 Ethical concerns 

The current study has been conducted with ethical considerations in mind. The ethical concerns 

related to the study involve data protection, informed consent, as well as making sure the survey poses 

as minimal a threat as possible to the respondents’ professional self-esteem.  

 

The participants were given information about the survey, their rights as research participants, and 

data protection, including a privacy notice (see Appendix 3), before asking for their consent to 

participate. In order to enter the survey, they had to first provide their consent. Data protection and 

protecting the participants’ privacy were conducted in accordance with the GDPR. 

 

The questions were carefully worded, and the survey structured so that the respondents would not 

feel the survey was calling their professional expertise into question. Each section of the survey 

highlights that there are no right or wrong answers and that what matters is the respondent’s 

experience. Additionally, questions probing at the respondents’ knowledge and attitudes about 

dyslexia were mixed in with questions targeting the teachers’ experiences about dyslexia, so as to not 

make anyone feel they were being “quizzed”. 
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4 Analysis and findings 
In this chapter, I will turn to the analysis process and findings. I will discuss the processes and findings 

involved in answering my research questions one question at a time in the order they were presented 

in the introduction chapter of this thesis.  

 

 

4.1 Knowledge about dyslexia 

To address how much the participants know about dyslexia, a Likert scale design with statements 

about dyslexia was used. The participants were asked to rate the statements on a scale consisting of 

six options: 1) fully agree, 2) partly agree, 3) neither agree nor disagree, 4) partly disagree, 5) fully 

disagree, and 6) don’t know. The responses were used to create a sum-variable, or a ‘knowledge score’, 

ranging from 1 to 5, where a lower score indicates a better understanding of dyslexia. The don’t know 

responses were excluded from this sum-variable because as a response option, it does not belong to 

the same scale as the other options. The knowledge scores ranged from 1.11 to 2.70, with a mean of 

1.81 (n= 72, std. dev = .35, median 1.80) and included no clear outliers. These results are summarized 

in the boxplot graph below (Figure 1).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 1: A visual summary of the range and the mean of the knowledge scores calculated based on the 
participants’ responses. A lower score represents more knowledge about dyslexia.  
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To further asses what it is that the participants know, we can look at the individual items included in 

the sum-variable. The majority of the participants correctly identified dyslexia as a hereditary and a 

neurological condition (75% and 74%, respectively). Although almost all of the participants knew that 

dyslexia can make English spelling and reading difficult (98% and 99%, respectively), only 68% knew 

that dyslexia can also cause difficulty in learning the sounds of a language. While 89% of the 

participants could tell that dyslexics struggle with learning new vocabulary, only 75% of them knew 

that dyslexia can also negatively affect the memory, which is one of the underlying causes for the 

difficulty in learning new vocabulary. Only 33% of the participants knew that a person with dyslexia 

cannot be rehabilitated. Conversely, only 7% of the participants thought dyslexia is usually related to 

generally low abilities, while 89% of the participants knew no such association exists. Finally, almost 

all of the participants (97%) recognize that dyslexia adds to the workload of a learner. The full 

distribution of responses to the knowledge scale can be seen in Figure 2 below.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: The distribution of participants’ responses to the knowledge scale items in percentages. 
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Although the knowledge scores among the participants indicate good knowledge about dyslexia, only 

36% of the participants reported that they feel well enough equipped to work with dyslexic learners. 

The vast majority of the participants (90%) find teaching dyslexic learners challenging. When asked 

about factors that make it difficult to accommodate dyslexic learners in their classrooms, one third of 

the participants who answered the question named lack of knowledge about dyslexia and useful 

differentiation methods as one of most significant factors (n = 63). For example, one participant said: 

“Having too little basic knowledge about dyslexia. It’s difficult to come up with anything concrete, 

when you do not even know the theory.” Several participants also pointed out that the information 

about an individual pupil’s or student’s dyslexia does not always reach the teacher, which makes it 

difficult to help them. In fact, 78% of the participants also disagreed with the statement that a teacher 

will always receive the information about a pupil’s or a student’s dyslexia in Finland. One participant 

said that they never receive the information and have to rely on their own deductions, while another 

participant said that teachers do not have the time to check the records of every single pupil or student 

in their classes for information on dyslexia. Several participants suggested that pupils and students 

tend to feel ashamed of their dyslexia and do not want to come forward. Moreover, the participants 

pointed out that pupils or students with dyslexia do not always have a formal diagnosis. In some cases, 

parents might even prevent formal testing and blame the teacher for lack of progress in their child’s 

learning, as reported by one of the participants. So, not only do the participants feel that they do not 

know about dyslexia in theory or how to take it into consideration in practice enough to help their 

pupils and students, they also do not always know who they should be helping.  

 

The participants were also asked about the source of their knowledge on dyslexia. When asked 

whether dyslexia and how to take it into consideration in foreign language teaching were covered in 

their teacher studies, 56% of the participants said it was, but only six participants (9%) found the 

coverage to be enough, while 40% said that the topic was never covered in their teacher studies at all 

(Figure 3). In line with this, only 12% of the participants reported their teacher studies as the major 

source of information on dyslexia. Instead, most of the participants (28%) had gained their knowledge 

of dyslexia from their special education teacher colleagues. The most significant sources of information 

on dyslexia reported by the participants are summarized in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4: The distribution of participants’ responses to the most significant source to their knowledge 
about dyslexia.  
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Figure 3: The distribution of participants’ responses to whether dyslexia was covered in their 
teacher studies.  
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The question also included the option ‘Other’ with an open question asking the participants to name 

the other source. The other sources of information reported include special education studies or work, 

practical work experience in the classroom, dyslexic pupils or students themselves, and personal 

contacts. Some participants reported actively seeking information on their own, for example on the 

internet. It should be noted here, however, that one of the participants with background in special 

education also reported that their special education studies included nothing about dyslexia in 

connection to foreign languages.  

 

Based on these findings, it can be concluded that, overall, the participants in the study have a relatively 

good understanding of developmental dyslexia, as indicated by their knowledge scores. Further, the 

participants are quite familiar with how dyslexia presents itself in the EFL classroom (the difficulties a 

teacher can see), but they know somewhat less about the theory and facts behind the concept of 

dyslexia (its hereditary and neurological nature, its basis in phonological awareness and memory 

problems). However, it is important to note that the participants tend to find teaching dyslexic learners 

challenging and feel that they do not have the necessary knowledge or skills to fully help their pupils 

or students. This is understandable, seeing as the topic was either never covered or was not covered 

enough in their teacher studies. Instead, they have relied on their colleagues (especially special 

education teachers) or their own efforts in finding out about dyslexia. Similarly, they are often left on 

their own devices to find out about an individual learner’s dyslexia, which makes their work in 

supporting these learners a challenge.  

 

 

4.2 Attitudes towards dyslexia 

To investigate the participants’ attitudes towards dyslexia, a Likert scale design with statements about 

dyslexic learners was used. Like with the knowledge scale discussed before, the participants were 

asked to rate the statements on a scale consisting of six options: 1) fully agree, 2) partly agree, 3) 

neither agree nor disagree, 4) partly disagree, 5) fully disagree, and 6) don’t know. The responses were 

used to create a sum-variable, or an ‘attitude score’, ranging from 1 to 5, where a lower score indicates 

a more negative attitude. Here as well, the don’t know responses were excluded from the sum-

variable. The attitude scores ranged from 2.00 to 5.00, with a mean of 4.26 (n= 72, std. dev = .61, 

median = 4.25). The lowest score appears to be a possible outlier, but since its effect on the mean was 

deemed small (4.26 vs. 4.29) and removing it from the data set would have resulted in no major 

differences in the findings, it was included in the data. These results can also be seen in the boxplot 

graph below (Figure 5).  
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The attitude score sum variable consists of responses to four individual items. The responses to all the 

individual items indicated generally favorable attitudes. Only one participant agreed with the 

statement that dyslexic pupils and students should not participate in mainstream teaching. Most of 

the participants (64%) disagreed with the statement that dyslexic pupils’ and students’ skill levels are 

below those of other pupils and students. The vast majority of the participants (71%) disagreed with 

the statement that dyslexic pupils and students have weak motivation, while only one participant 

thought that dyslexic pupils and students are not as hardworking as others. The proportions of the 

participants’ responses can be seen in Figure 6 on the next page. 

 

No correlation was found between the attitude scores and the knowledge scores in the data set. This 

suggests that the participants’ attitudes towards dyslexia are not related to how much they know 

about dyslexia, although the participants have both relatively good knowledge about dyslexia and 

favorable attitudes towards dyslexic learners.  

Figure 5: A visual summary of the range and the mean of the attitude scores calculated based on the 
participants’ responses. A lower score represents a more negative attitude. The circle at score 2.00 
represents the true minimum value in the data, while the boxplot itself has been adjusted as 
excluding the possible outlier.  
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4.3 Dyslexia in the EFL classroom 

The frequency of dyslexic pupils and students in these teachers’ classrooms is striking. All the teachers 

encounter dyslexia every year. Most of the participants, 40%, report having more than one dyslexic 

pupil or student in every group they teach, while 38% of the participants report having more than one 

dyslexic pupil or student every academic year (Figure 7).  

 

 

 

Figure 6: The distribution of the participants’ responses to the attitude scale items in percentages. 
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Figure 7: The distribution of the participants’ responses to how often they encounter dyslexic learners 
in their work. 
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One participant pointed out that in their experience, dyslexia tends to be more visible in the learning 

of English than in the learning of Swedish, which makes sense based on the respective orthographic 

depths of the two languages. Some participants further clarified that the severity of dyslexia plays an 

important role: some dyslexic learners struggle hardly at all, while others struggle significantly. 

 

In one of the four open-ended questions in the survey, the participants were asked to describe based 

on their own experience how dyslexia affects learning of English and what kinds of difficulties dyslexic 

learners face. The most frequently mentioned challenge in the responses were problems related to 

writing and spelling. From the teachers’ point of view, dyslexic learners tend to experience writing as 

“difficult” or “challenging” and make “repeated spelling mistakes”. Some of the participants directly 

referred to the inconsistent sound-letter correspondence system of the English language as a major 

challenge for dyslexic learners.  

 

Difficulties in learning new vocabulary and in reading were also mentioned in almost half of the 

responses. According to the teachers participating in the study, “learning” and “remembering” words 

tends to be more difficult for dyslexic learners, and many have a “smaller vocabulary” than their 

classmates. Dyslexic learners also seem to find reading “especially difficult”, making it a “slow” process. 

Many responses included mentions of reading comprehension being affected, as well. Related to the 

issue of having trouble with reading, some participants reported that their pupils or students tend to 

have trouble understanding written instructions, whether they are given in Finnish or English.  

 

Almost a third of the participants highlighted the slowness in their pupils’ or students’ work: writing 

tends to be slow, reading tends to be slow, and learning new vocabulary tends to be slow. Often the 

learners need more time to complete their work than their peers. Other struggles mentioned include 

phonological difficulties (problems understanding or differentiating the sounds of the language and 

difficulties in pronunciation), difficulties with grammar and structures of the language (e.g., 

comprehending or constructing complex sentences, the lack or misuse of small grammatical words like 

prepositions and articles), and various negative feelings (e.g., frustration, anxiety, lack of motivation, 

low self-esteem). Some participants also mentioned listening comprehension as something their pupils 

or students tend to struggle with, but some noted this might actually be due to trouble reading the 

questions rather than due to the listening being difficult. Finally, two participants specifically 

mentioned trouble in constructing cohesive contents in texts as a writing-related difficulty. 

 

To sum up these findings, it can be said that dyslexia is very much visible in the EFL classroom. All 

participants report having encountered dyslexic learners in their work and, indeed, encounter one or 
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more every academic year. According to the participants, dyslexia can be seen in the EFL classroom in 

that it can cause difficulties in all areas of language: in vocabulary as well as in grammar, in writing as 

well as in reading, and in pronunciation as well as listening (sound differentiation, reading). In addition, 

dyslexia makes the learning process difficult in that it can cause trouble in processing written 

instructions or questions as well as completing tasks as fast as their classmates.  

 

 

4.4 Differentiation for dyslexic learners  

Overall, most of the EFL teachers in this study had experiences in differentiating for dyslexic learners, 

Only three participants (or 4%) reported never having taken dyslexia into account in their teaching. 

One of those three also commented: “One does not really take it into account in teaching, but rather 

in assessment.” Similarly, another participant stated: “One mostly only needs to take dyslexia into 

account in assessment and the ways of assessing a pupil.” However, the vast majority of the 

participants have taken dyslexia into account in their teaching as well as assessment. 

 

With regard to differentiation methods, the participants were presented a list of methods either 

commonly used in Finnish schools or specifically suggested in the literature for use with dyslexic 

learners. The participants were asked to identify their familiarity with each method using the following 

options: 1) I don’t know the method at all; 2) I have heard of the method; 3) I know how to apply the 

method in practice; and 4) I have used the method. They were asked to respond to this question based 

on their experience in general and not just in connection to dyslexic learners. 

 

The most familiar methods for the participants were those that benefit dyslexic learners in all school 

subjects and are also used to support pupils or students with other learning disabilities, as well. 

Furthermore, some of these support methods are ones prescribed in the law (see section 2.2.2 in this 

thesis). These familiar methods include giving extra time in tests or exams, remedial teaching, 

individualized ways to complete assignments, and allowing or encouraging the use of a computer or 

other technical aids. For each of these methods, more than 90% of the participants reported having 

used the methods or at least knowing how to apply the methods in practice. Giving extra time in tests 

or exams and remedial teaching were also the most commonly used methods reported by the 

teachers, with 96% and 90% having used the method, respectively. 

 

Methods that have been suggested to benefit dyslexic learners in foreign languages specifically include 

teaching the pronunciation and the written form of a word separately, teaching the rules of the 
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phonological and writing systems, explicitly teaching the sound-letter correspondences, as well as the 

Orton-Gillingham method. All of these were relatively foreign to the participants compared to the 

more familiar methods that suit any school subjects and any learning disabilities. Only 60% of the 

participants have taught or know how to teach the pronunciation and the written form of new 

vocabulary separately, while 17% do not know the method at all. Similarly, only 54% have or know 

how to teach the rules of the phonological and writing systems, while 61% reported the same about 

explicitly teaching the sound-letter correspondences in the language. Here as well, 18% and 19%, 

respectively, reported not knowing the methods at all. Also avoiding the phonetic alphabet is an 

unknown differentiation method to almost half of the participants (48%), representing the second 

least known method to the participants. Similarly, only 38% of the participants reported ever having 

used embodied learning, which is somewhat surprising, considering that 60% of the participants have 

taught at the primary level. Not unexpectedly, the least well-known method to the participants was 

the Orton-Gillingham method, a teaching method specifically developed for dyslexic learners that has 

been shown to benefit them in foreign language learning, as well (see section 2.1.3 in this thesis). None 

of the participants had used the method and, in fact, only 10% reported having heard of it. Instead, 

the method was completely unknown to 90% of the participants. The distribution of responses along 

all the differentiation methods on the list can be seen in Figure 8.  
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0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Giving extra time for tests and exams

Giving extra time for homework

Giving extra time in classroom work

Individualized learning goals

Individualized ways to complete assignments (e.g.
written assignments as oral assignments)

Individualized learning materials

Visual representation

Embodied learning

Stimulating different sensory channels

Guiding the learner to analyze their own thought
process

Explicitly teaching the sound-letter
correspondences

Avoiding the phonetic alphabet

Teaching the rules of the phonetic and writing
systems

Multisensory structured learning  / Orton-
Gillingham method

Teaching the pronunciation and the written form
of a word separately

Audiobooks

Using a computer or other technical aids

Remedial teaching

Percent of participants

Teachers’ familiarity with differentiation methods

I don't know the method at all I have heard of the method

I know how to apply the method in practice I have used the method

Figure 8: The distribution of responses representing the participants’ familiarity with differentiation 
methods used or recommended for use to support dyslexic language learners.  
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The participants were also asked to name any other differentiation methods they have used for 

dyslexic learners specifically. The question was answered by 25 participants. Additional differentiation 

methods mentioned at least twice here include the help of a special education teacher or a teacher’s 

aide, changing the visual format of materials (e.g., font, font size, color), adjusting the assessment, 

using a reading ruler or a reading pointer, giving notes as a ready-made handout, and making sure 

instructions are clear and divided into steps. Some participants directly stated that they do not count 

errors deemed to have their origins in dyslexia, for example: 

“Of course adjusting the assessment so that dyslexia errors will not affect the 

performance.” 

“I have ignored spelling mistakes.” 

These responses show that some participants have even adjusted assessment criteria to some extent 

for dyslexic learners. This, of course, is somewhat problematic if the learners are completing the 

mainstream curriculum along with their peers. However, based on the current data set, it is impossible 

to postulate how widespread this practice is. 

 

These findings suggest that with minor exceptions, the participants have generally tried to take 

dyslexia into consideration already in the process of learning and not only in the assessment of 

learning. Whether or not they have consciously differentiated their teaching for dyslexic learners, the 

participants’ awareness and understanding of differentiation methods that are helpful for dyslexic 

learners is clearly lacking. Based on these results, the participants are generally well-versed in the 

differentiation methods used for special educational needs in general and in all subjects. However, 

when it comes to methods more specifically geared toward language learning and dyslexia, their 

knowledge appears more limited. 
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5 Discussion 
 

In this thesis, I studied Finnish EFL teachers’ experiences with dyslexia in their teacher studies and in 

their work within the Finnish education system. The focus was on their knowledge about dyslexia, their 

attitudes towards dyslexia and dyslexic learners, their observations on how dyslexia affects EFL 

learning, as well as their differentiation practices for dyslexic learners. 

 

Similar to previous studies on foreign language teachers’ and learners’ experiences by Rontou (2012), 

Knudsen (2012), Aalto (2019), Szaszkiewicz (2013), and Peltonen (2018), the current study suggests 

that foreign language teachers struggle with teaching dyslexic learners and do not seem to have the 

necessary knowledge or skills to fully help them. Like the teachers in Rontou’s (2012), Knudsen’s 

(2012), and Aalto’s (2019) studies, the teachers in the current study reported not having received 

sufficient training on dyslexia. Most participants reported that dyslexia was either not covered at all 

or was not sufficiently covered in their teacher studies. Similar to Knudsen’s (2012) findings, the 

participants in the current study showed somewhat lesser knowledge about the theoretical 

background of dyslexia and were better versed in how dyslexia presents itself in the learning process. 

However, the participants seem to have relatively good understanding of dyslexia overall. 

 

Like the teachers in Aalto’s (2019) study, the participants in the current study showed generally 

positive attitudes towards dyslexia and dyslexic learners. However, both Peltonen (2018) in Finland 

and Szaszkiewicz (2013) in Norway found that the learners in their studies had experienced some of 

their teachers’ attitudes as negative, which they generally felt created a major obstacle in their 

learning. This inconsistency between teachers’ and learners’ experiences is definitely noteworthy, 

despite the limitations in all the studies, including this one. It could be that even if teachers want to 

support their learners (i.e., their thoughts and affect are positive), their lack of knowledge on how to 

help their pupils or students, or not knowing about their condition altogether, might interfere with 

their good intentions. This way, the teachers’ positive thoughts and feelings might not get 

communicated to the learners in their behavior (cf. Allport’s definition of attitude in Garrett, 2010, p. 

19). Thus, learners may still perceive negative attitudes despite the teachers’ efforts to be supportive. 

 

Furthermore, the participants in Peltonen’s (2018, p. 35) study complained that teachers did not know 

about their learning difficulties and that the information did not seem to pass between and among 

teachers. They pointed out that the information was written in their official school records, but it 

seemed to them that their teachers were not expected to find the information. A teacher in the current 
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study, on the other hand, pointed out that a subject teacher does not have the time to go and look for 

such information in the records for every single pupil or student that they teach. Many of the teachers 

also expressed their worries or experiences about dyslexic learners feeling too embarrassed to ask for 

or to benefit from special arrangements. If the learners, for any reason, feel that they cannot approach 

their teachers about the issue, and the teachers in turn feel that they do not have the resources to 

track the required information in the school records, some other system needs to be implemented so 

that all pupils and students who need help in their learning can also receive it. Therefore, schools 

should reflect on their practices concerning their pupils and students with special educational needs. 

This could mean addressing issues to do with learning disabled pupils’ and students’ self-esteem or 

teachers’ understanding and behavior regarding learning disabilities — or perhaps both. Raising 

awareness among both pupils or students and teachers about special educational needs could improve 

the situation from all points of view. This could also help teachers be active in supporting the learning 

process in such a way that the pupils and students also feel supported, allowing the teachers’ positive 

thoughts and feelings about their dyslexic pupils and students to also show in their behavior.  

 

It could also be argued that negative attitudes are often caused by lack of knowledge. However, no 

association was found here between the knowledge scores and the attitude scores of the participants. 

It should be noted, however, that with such a small sample size as in this study, such a relationship 

might not become visible, even if one existed in actuality. Both the knowledge scores and the attitude 

scores of the participants in the sample were pretty similar and had a small range. With more variation 

in the scores, a relationship between the variables might become clearer. Also, with the questionable 

reliability scores for the two scales used, their scores and thus also their possible correlations should 

be interpreted with caution. To further investigate the possible relationship between the two 

variables, the survey instrument should be further developed and used to collect data from a larger 

sample. 

 

Despite their knowledge about or attitudes towards dyslexia, the teachers in the current study seem 

to have noticed their dyslexic pupils’ and students’ struggles. Based on the survey data, teachers see 

dyslexia in the EFL classroom as affecting different areas of language learning, while also causing other 

issues in the learning process. These findings are in line with both learner experiences and teacher 

observations found in previous studies (e.g., Dimilier & Istek, 2018; Rontou, 2012; Szaszkiewicz, 2013; 

Peltonen, 2018; Knudsen, 2012, and Aalto, 2019) as well as discussed by Nijakowska (2010). 

Considering that difficulties may arise in learning vocabulary as well as grammar, in writing as well as 

in reading, and in pronunciation as well as in listening, it can be said that dyslexia affects most areas 

of language learning. Depending on the severity of dyslexia, a learner might face anything from minor 
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difficulties in spelling to more severe challenges that can make learning a foreign language seem like 

an impossible task. As reported by Szaszkiewicz (2013), Peltonen (2018), Knudsen (2012), and Aalto 

(2019) as well as observed by the teachers in this study, dyslexic learners may have a variety of negative 

feelings related to these difficulties in language learning, including anxiety and low self-esteem. It can 

be argued that these negative feelings are largely caused by the struggles and failures the learners face 

in the learning process. Alleviating the struggles through appropriate differentiation methods and 

providing opportunities for success are both, at least to some extent, contingent upon the teacher 

having knowledge of the learner’s condition. Thus, the teacher’s ability to recognize difficulties 

possibly caused by dyslexia as well as communication regarding special educational needs within the 

school are crucial. 

 

To prevent the language anxiety and related low self-esteem from developing, dyslexia should be 

recognized early on. However, many participants in the current study mentioned their disappointment 

in the fact that in many cases, a learner’s dyslexia had not been caught at earlier levels of schooling. 

Considering the emphasis given to early recognition in the National Core Curricula (see section 2.2.2 

in this thesis), this is an alarming observation. Perhaps the practice of not always formally diagnosing 

dyslexia in Finnish schools (see section 2.1.1 in this thesis) should be reevaluated in order to both meet 

the goals set in the NCC and to improve the flow of information about special educational needs among 

teachers. 

 

Moreover, the different ways in which dyslexia can present itself in different languages should be 

better understood and recognized. In the current study, one participant reported several experiences 

of special education teachers “downplaying” a subject teacher’s observations. These experiences 

could be related to the differences between Finnish and English in terms of orthographic depth: It 

seems possible that some dyslexic learners only struggle in English and not so much in Finnish. This 

also falls in line with another participant’s observation that a dyslexic learner’s struggles tend to be 

more obvious in English than in Swedish, another orthographically shallower language than English. 

With this in mind, it is especially important for foreign language teachers to understand dyslexia and 

the kinds of difficulties it may cause. Further, they should be aware of ways to try to overcome those 

difficulties — that is, the kinds of differentiation methods that especially benefit dyslexic language 

learners. This would help ensure that dyslexic learners are given the opportunity to develop their 

language skills from an early age and right from the beginning without the accumulation of negative 

feelings towards languages and about themselves as language learners. 
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However, the teachers in the current study as well as Knudsen’s (2012) and Aalto’s (2019) studies 

reported not having enough knowledge and skills to fully support their pupils and students in their 

language learning. Further, all three studies suggest that differentiation methods related to 

assessment rather than the teaching and learning process are more common. At the same time, the 

participants in the current study showed familiarity with the kinds of methods that are used for all 

learning disabilities and for all subjects, while not being as familiar with methods specifically 

recommended for dyslexic foreign language learners. A similar trend was also visible in Aalto’s (2019) 

study. Considering the fact that dyslexia affects foreign language learning in a more specific and 

perhaps a more serious manner than other subjects, the specific teaching methods to help support the 

development of a learner’s language skills should be a part of EFL teachers’ professional toolkits. The 

easiest way to ensure this is to include dyslexia and the appropriate differentiation methods in foreign 

language teachers’ education and training. However, it seems that teacher education and training 

might not fully meet the demands of the real-life learning situations where teachers try to support 

their pupils and students with special educational needs.  

 

Instead of being taught about special educational needs and differentiation methods during their 

studies, many EFL teachers seem to turn to their colleagues for support. Most of the participants in 

the current study reported the special education teacher as their most significant source of 

information on dyslexia. Some also cited the special education teacher as an important help in 

supporting their dyslexic pupils or students. It is important to remember, however, that special 

education teachers usually are not experts in foreign languages. Further, a participant in the current 

study with background in special education reported not having learned about dyslexia in the foreign 

language context in their special education studies either. This, then, begs the question whether the 

special education teachers helping foreign language teachers in dealing with dyslexic learners actually 

know any more about the topic than language teachers themselves do. Are they familiar with the kinds 

of differentiation methods that can best help dyslexics in learning foreign languages? Are they able to 

address the issues with phonological awareness within the context of English or Swedish? Or other 

languages? These questions should be addressed by future research.   

 

Despite the questions on how well-equipped special education teachers are to work in the foreign 

language learning context, the collaboration between teachers within the school community can only 

be viewed as good practice. In addition to the cooperation with special education teachers, many 

participants in the current study mentioned having learned about dyslexia from other colleagues, as 

well. This suggests an even wider pattern of collaboration between teachers with regard to supporting 

pupils and students with special educational needs. If true, this is definitely a positive sign. Moreover, 
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whether they feel confident in their abilities to support their pupils and students, the participants in 

this study have, in fact, managed to learn about dyslexia even if it was not covered in their teacher 

studies, and their responses indicate relatively good understanding of the issue. Further still, it should 

be noted that while foreign language teachers might not be aware of all the ways in which they could 

support their pupils’ and students’ language learning, the Finnish education system has made 

considerable efforts to consider children and young people with special educational needs in the 

curricula, as discussed elsewhere in this thesis. Despite the limited knowledge about dyslexia and 

appropriate differentiation methods suggested in the current data, both Finnish EFL teachers and 

policy makers seem to be aware and willing to support dyslexic learners in their language learning. 
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6 Conclusions 
 

The aim of this study was to find out 1) what EFL teachers know about dyslexia and where they have 

learned about it; 2) what kinds of attitudes EFL teachers have towards dyslexia; 3) how dyslexia is visible 

in the EFL classroom from the subject teacher’s point of view; and 4) how EFL teachers take dyslexia 

into account in their teaching. All in all, the data shows a trend in that participants were not taught 

about dyslexia during their teacher studies and have instead been forced to rely on their colleagues 

and own activity in finding the information to support the many dyslexic learners they encounter in 

their work. Although the participants scored relatively well on the scale measuring their knowledge 

about dyslexia, they do not feel confident in their abilities to support their dyslexic pupils and students. 

Indeed, their knowledge about dyslexia seems to be limited to the theoretical, while their familiarity 

with the differentiation methods most recommended for dyslexic language learners seems to be 

lacking. Despite the gaps in the participants’ knowledge and professional toolkits on dyslexia, their 

attitudes towards dyslexia and dyslexic learners appeared positive on the whole. In addition to scoring 

high on the attitude scale, many of the participants expressed genuine concern for their pupils or 

students in their open responses. Based on Peltonen’s (2018) finding that a teacher’s positive attitude 

towards learning disabilities might be one of the most important support methods for students, the 

EFL teachers’ positive attitudes found in the current study are very encouraging. Schools and teachers 

simply need make sure that these positive attitudes are also conveyed to the pupils or students. 

 

Although the findings in the current study are aligned with those of previous studies, they should be 

interpreted with caution. The small sample size and the gender imbalance of the participants in the 

current study make the results ungeneralizable. Furthermore, the scales used to measure the 

participants’ knowledge about and attitudes towards dyslexia had questionable reliability. The 

knowledge and attitude scales used here can be considered a first step in the development of scales 

measuring EFL teachers’ knowledge about and attitudes towards dyslexia. They should not be re-used 

in their current form, but instead developed and validated further.  Overall, similar to the other non-

peer-reviewed thesis studies discussed in this thesis, the current study constitutes an exploration into 

a less frequently studied topic. These exploratory studies, however, make for fertile breeding ground 

for larger-scale studies that can investigate the issues further. Both learner experiences and teacher 

experiences with dyslexia should be studied more to gain a better understanding as to how we can 

best help dyslexic learners in Finland in developing their language skills. Studies should also assess the 

contents of teacher education and teacher training in connection to teacher experiences — how well 

does our teacher training prepare our teachers for their work? 
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While the proportion of participants with experience from vocational schools (21%) is low compared 

to the other school levels, I was happy to see this percentage. To my knowledge, there have been very 

few applied linguistics studies in Finland conducted on vocational upper secondary school language 

teachers or students. The few that have been conducted seem to focus on how language studies at 

vocational schools prepare the students for their future work (e.g., Dziomba, 2019) or educational 

contexts where English is used as a lingua franca (e.g., Lammi, 2010). Less focus has been put on 

teaching methods, teacher and learner cognition, or learning disabilities that affect foreign language 

learning. Although this study did not attempt to compare teachers at different school levels and thus 

makes no specific comments on the vocational school teachers, it seems to constitute one of the first 

applied linguistics studies to consider them at all, or at least from this perspective. There is much more 

room for investigating the experiences of language teachers in vocational schools.  

 

Before conducting the study, I hypothesized that the participants would not have enough knowledge 

about dyslexia nor the tools to fully help their dyslexic students. This hypothesis was partially met in 

that although the participants seem to be relatively familiar with dyslexia, they do not feel that they 

have the necessary knowledge and skills to fully support their pupils or students. Their sentiments 

were also confirmed in their lack of familiarity with the differentiation methods thought to be the most 

useful for dyslexic learners. I based this hypothesis on both previous research and my own experiences 

as an EFL teacher student at the University of Helsinki. My experience in the teacher education and 

training gave me absolutely no information on dyslexia, nor any tools to support dyslexic learners. 

Sadly, the participants’ experiences were in line with my own. Therefore, instead of criticizing the EFL 

teachers that took part in my study for their lack of expertise on dyslexia, I applaud them on their 

positive attitudes, while directing my criticism solely at the subject teacher education and training in 

Finland — in other words, the universities and training schools.  

 

Because dyslexia is rooted in language and so closely tied to language skills, it tends to pose special 

difficulties for learning foreign languages. EFL teachers in Finland encounter the entire age group with 

very minor exceptions, meaning that EFL teachers will almost definitely need to work with dyslexic 

pupils or students on an almost daily basis. The current study suggests that our EFL teachers might not 

have the know-how nor the resources to support the development of their pupils’ and students’ 

language skills, and instead are forced to rely on adjusting the ways of assessment or, in some cases, 

even the assessment criteria. It is reasonable to ask whether such adjustments would even be needed 

or at least to their current extents, if early intervention and differentiated teaching were more 

successful. In effect, we lower the hurdles for dyslexic pupils or students or even move them onto a 

completely different racetrack instead of teaching them how to run the track everyone else is running. 
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As also expressed by Knudsen (2012, p. 37), I find that our insistence on adjusting the assessment 

instead of actually helping the pupils and students learn threatens their rights to education and 

learning, which are highlighted in the NCCs (see section 2.2.2 in this thesis). I therefore urge language 

teacher training institutions to investigate the situation further. Are they giving our future teachers the 

appropriate knowledge and tools to try and ensure the development of their pupils’ and students’ 

language skills? I also urge schools to take a careful look at their practices regarding dyslexia. Are their 

pupils and students truly getting the opportunity to learn a language — or simply to complete a 

curriculum?
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APPENDIX 1: Survey form (in Finnish, 9 pages) 
Tietoa tutkimuksesta ja kerättyjen tietojen käsittelystä 
 
Kiitos kiinnostuksestasi osallistua kyselytutkimukseeni! Kysely on osa Helsingin yliopistolle tehtävää 
pro gradu -tutkielmaa, jossa kartoitan englannin opettajien kokemuksia lukihäiriöstä kärsivien 
oppilaiden ja opiskelijoiden opettamisesta. Kyseessä on kertaluontoinen tutkimus, joka valmistuu 
keväällä 2021. Jos haluat tietää tutkimuksesta enemmän tai jos sinulla on kyselyyn liittyviä kysymyksiä, 
voit olla minuun yhteydessä sähköpostilla katja.valtonen(a)helsinki.fi.  
 
Kyselyyn voi vastata 31.1.2021 asti klo 23:59. Kyselyyn voivat osallistua suomenkielisissä alakouluissa, 
yläkouluissa, lukioissa ja ammattikouluissa työskentelevät englannin opettajat.  
 
Kysely koostuu kolmesta osiosta. Ensimmäisessä osiossa sinulta kysytään tarpeellisia taustatietoja 
(esim. ikä, sukupuoli, työkokemus). Kahdessa muussa osiossa käsitellään kokemuksiasi lukihäiriöön 
liittyen.  
 
Tutkimuksessa kerättyjä tietoja käytetään vain tutkimustarkoitukseen ja osallistujat pysyvät 
anonyymeina eikä yksittäistä vastaajaa voi tunnistaa vastausten perusteella. Kyselyn lopussa voit 
jättää sähköpostiosoitteesi erilliselle lomakkeelle, jos haluat ilmoittautua vapaaehtoiseksi 
mahdolliseen haastatteluun tai saada kirjallisuusvinkkejä aiheeseen liittyen. Antamaasi 
sähköpostiosoitetta ei kuitenkaan missään vaiheessa voida yhdistää kyselyyn antamiisi vastauksiin. 
 
Kyselystä saatuja tietoja käsitellään luottamuksellisesti tietosuojalainsäädännön edellyttämällä tavalla 
ja niitä säilytetään elektronisesti salasanalla suojattuna.  
 
Tutkimukseen osallistuminen on vapaaehtoista, eikä tutkittavan ole pakko toimittaa mitään tietoja. 
Tutkimukseen osallistumisen voi keskeyttää koska tahansa ilman seurauksia. Tallennettuasi 
kyselylomakkeen tiedot, et voi enää vetäytyä tutkimuksesta, ellei vastauksiasi voida tunnistaa 
aineistosta. 
 
Tarkempia tietoja löydät alla olevasta tietosuojailmoituksesta. 
 
***Tietosuojailmoitus pdf:nä*** 
 
 
SUOSTUMUS 
 
Jos haluat osallistua kyselytutkimukseen, merkitse suostumuksesi alla olevaan kohtaan ja klikkaa 
’seuraava’, jolloin sinut ohjataan kyselyyn.  
 
 

o Olen ymmärtänyt yllä kuvatut tutkimuksen tarkoituksen ja ehdot ja haluan osallistua 
tutkimukseen.  



 

 

 
 

 

OSA 1:  
 
Tässä osiossa sinulta kysytään tarpeellisia taustatietoja. Valitse kysymyksissä sopivin vaihtoehto.  
Huom! Valitsethan vain yhden vaihtoehdon, ellei kysymyksessä toisin mainita. 
 
 
 

1. Ikä 
o alle 25 
o 25-30 
o 31-40 
o 41-50 
o Yli 50 

 
 

2. Sukupuoli 
o Nainen 
o Mies 
o Muu 

 
 

3. Kuinka kauan olet toiminut opettajana 
o Alle 2 vuotta 
o 2-5 vuotta 
o 6-10 vuotta 
o 11-15 vuotta 
o 16-20 vuotta 
o Yli 20 vuotta 

 
 

4. Millä asteella/asteilla olet opettanut? (voit valita useampia) 
o Alakoulu 
o Yläkoulu 
o Lukio 
o Ammattikoulu 

 
 

5. Oletko suorittanut opettajan pedagogiset opinnot?  
o En. 
o Kyllä. Koska? (jos et muista tarkalleen, arvioi 5 vuoden tarkkuudella) _________ 

 
 

6. Opetatko myös jotain muuta kieltä englannin lisäksi? 
o En.  
o Kyllä. Mitä? _______________ 

 
 
 



 

 

 
 

 

OSA 2:  
Tässä osiossa kartoitetaan kokemuksiasi lukihäiriöön liittyen. Muistathan, että kyselyn kysymyksiin ei 
ole oikeita tai vääriä vastauksia – vain omalla kokemuksellasi on merkitystä! 
 
Huom! Valitsethan vain yhden vaihtoehdon, ellei kysymyksessä toisin mainita. 
 
 

7. Käsiteltiinkö lukihäiriötä ja sen huomioimista opettajan pedagogisissa opinnoissasi? 
o Kyllä 
o Kyllä, mutta ei riittävästi 
o Ei 
o En tiedä 
o En ole suorittanut opettajan pedagogisia opintoja 

 
 

8. Mistä olet saanut eniten tietoa lukihäiriöstä? 
o Opinnoissani 
o Erityisopettajalta 
o Muilta kollegoilta 
o Työpaikkani hallinnolta 
o Täydennyskoulutuksesta 
o Kirjallisuudesta 
o Muualta, mistä? ____________________________ 

 
 

9. Kuinka usein kohtaat lukihäiriötä työssäsi? 
o Useampi lukihäiriöinen oppilas/opiskelija joka ryhmässä. 
o Yksi lukihäiriöinen oppilas/opiskelija joka ryhmässä. 
o Useampi lukihäiriöinen oppilas/opiskelija lukuvuodessa. 
o Yksi lukihäiriöinen oppilas/opiskelija lukuvuodessa. 
o Harvemmin kuin joka lukuvuosi. 
o En ole koskaan kohdannut lukihäiriötä. 

 
 
Jos vastasit, että et ole koskaan kohdannut lukihäiriötä, voit siirtyä suoraan kysymykseen numero 
13. 
 
 

10. Mistä yleensä tiedät, että oppilaalla/opiskelijalla on lukihäiriö? (voit valita useamman) 
o Saan tiedon koulun virallisista tiedoista (esim. Wilma) 
o Erityisopettajalta 
o Oppilaan/opiskelijan vanhemmilta 
o Oppilaalta/opiskelijalta itseltään 
o Huomaan lukihäiriön itse 
o Muualta, mistä? _____________________________ 

 
 
 

11. Koetko lukihäiriöstä kärsivien oppilaiden/opiskelijoiden opettamisen haastavana? 
o Merkittävästi. 
o Jossain määrin.  
o En lainkaan.  



 

 

 
 

 

 
12. Miten lukihäiriö kokemuksesi mukaan näkyy englannin oppimisessa? Millaisia vaikeuksia 

lukihäiriöisellä oppilaalla/opiskelijalla ilmenee?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

13. Koetko, että sinulla on riittävästi valmiuksia kohdata lukihäiriöstä kärsiviä 
oppilaita/opiskelijoita? 

o Kyllä. 
o Ei. 
o En tiedä. 

 
 

14. Alla on lueteltu väittämiä lukihäiriöstä. Missä määrin olet samaa mieltä väittämien kanssa? 
 

 TÄYSIN 
SAMAA 
MIELTÄ 

OSITTAIN 
SAMAA 
MIELTÄ 

EI 
SAMAA 

EIKÄ 
ERI 

MIELTÄ 

OSITTAIN 
ERI 

MIELTÄ 

TÄYSIN 
ERI 

MIELTÄ 

EN 
OSAA 

SANOA 

Lukihäiriö on perinnöllistä.        
Lukihäiriö on neurologinen 
vaiva.       

Lukihäiriöstä voi kuntoutua.       
Lukihäiriö vaikeuttaa 
muistin toimintaa.       

Lukihäiriöön liittyy yleisesti 
heikko kykytaso.       

Opettaja saa Suomessa aina 
tiedon opiskelijan 
lukihäiriöstä. 

     
 

Lukihäiriö aiheuttaa 
vaikeuksia englannin 
oikeinkirjoituksessa. 

     
 

Lukihäiriö vaikeuttaa ja 
hidastaa englannin 
lukemista. 

     
 

Lukihäiriö vaikeuttaa 
englannin äänteiden 
oppimista. 

     
 

Lukihäiriö vaikeuttaa uuden 
sanaston oppimista.        

Lukihäiriö lisää opiskelijan 
työmäärää.       

 



 

 

 
 

 

 
 
 

15. Alla on lueteltu väittämiä lukihäiriöisistä oppilaista/opiskelijoista. Missä määrin olet samaa 
mieltä väittämien kanssa? 

 
 TÄYSIN 

SAMAA 
MIELTÄ 

OSITTAIN 
SAMAA 
MIELTÄ 

EI 
SAMAA 

EIKÄ 
ERI 

MIELTÄ 

OSITTAIN 
ERI 

MIELTÄ 

TÄYSIN 
ERI 

MIELTÄ 

EN 
OSAA 

SANOA 

Lukihäiriöisillä 
oppilailla/opiskelijoilla on 
erityisiä vaikeuksia englannin 
kielen oppimisessa. 

     

 

Lukihäiriöisten 
oppilaiden/opiskelijoiden ei 
tulisi osallistua opetukseen 
tavallisessa luokassa. 

     

 

Lukihäiriöisten 
oppilaiden/opiskelijoiden 
vahvuus on suullinen 
kommunikaatio. 

     

 

Lukihäiriöiset 
oppilaat/opiskelijat 
työskentelevät hitaammin 
kuin muut.  

     

 

Lukihäiriöisillä 
oppilailla/opiskelijoilla on 
heikko motivaatio.   

     
 

Lukihäiriöiset 
oppilaat/opiskelijat ovat 
taidoiltaan muiden 
alapuolella. 

     

 

Lukihäiriöiset 
oppilaat/opiskelijat 
tarvitsevat erillistä tukea. 

     
 

Lukihäiriöiset 
oppilaat/opiskelijat pysyvät 
mukana opetuksessa yhtä 
hyvin kuin muut. 

     

 

Lukihäiriöiset 
oppilaat/opiskelijat eivät ole 
yhtä ahkeria kuin muut. 

     
 

 



 

 

 
 

 

OSA 3: 
Tässä osiossa käsitellään eriyttämiskeinoja, joilla lukihäiriöisten oppilaiden/opiskelijoiden oppimista 
voidaan tukea vieraissa kielissä. Eriyttämisellä tarkoitetaan toimintaa, jossa samaan opetusryhmään 
kuuluville oppilaille/opiskelijoille annetaan opetusta heidän yksilöllisten tarpeidensa mukaisesti 
vaihdellen opiskelun laajuutta, syvyyttä ja etenemisnopeutta tai opetusmateriaaleja ja -menetelmiä 
(termipankki.fi). 
 
Muistathan, että kyselyn kysymyksiin ei ole oikeita tai vääriä vastauksia – vain omalla kokemuksellasi 
on merkitystä! 
 
 

16. Oletko ottanut lukihäiriön huomioon opetuksessasi? 
o Kyllä 
o En 

 
 
 

17. Millaisia syitä näet sille, että lukihäiriön huomioiminen opetuksessa voi olla vaikeaa? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
  

 



 

 

 
 

 

18. Alla nimetään erilaisia eriyttämisen keinoja. Valitse vastauksista se, joka parhaiten kuvaa 
omaa suhdettasi kuhunkin eriyttämisen keinoon.  

1) En tunne metodia lainkaan, 2) olen kuullut metodista, 3) tiedän, miten metodia 
sovelletaan käytännössä tai 4) olen itse käyttänyt metodia opetuksessasi. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 EN TUNNE 
METODIA 
LAINKAAN 

OLEN KUULLUT 
METODISTA 

TIEDÄN, 
MITEN 

METODIA 
SOVELLETAAN 
KÄYTÄNNÖSSÄ 

OLEN ITSE 
KÄYTTÄNYT 
METODIA 

Lisäajan antaminen kokeissa     
Lisäajan antaminen kotitehtävissä     
Lisäajan tunnilla     
Yksilölliset oppimistavoitteet     
Yksilölliset suoritustavat (esim. 
kirjallinen työ suullisena)     
Yksilölliset oppimateriaalit     
Visuaaliset esitystavat     
Kehollisuus     
Eri aistikanavien stimulointi     
Oppilaan/opiskelijan ohjaaminen oman 
ajatteluprosessin analysointiin (esim. 
Miksi kirjoitit näin? Huomaatko 
säännönmukaisuuden? Mitä ajattelet?) 

    

Äänne-kirjainvastaavuuksien 
eksplisiittinen opettaminen (esim. Jos 
äänteessä kieli laitetaan hampaiden 
väliin (interdentaali), se kirjoitetaan th)  

    

Foneettisten aakkosten välttäminen     
Äänne- ja kirjoitusjärjestelmän 
sääntöjen opettaminen (esim. äänne 
/k/ kirjoitetaan sanan lopussa aina ck, 
jos sitä edeltää lyhyt vokaali, esim. slick 
vs. sleek) 

    

Multisensory structured learning / 
Orton-Gillinghamin metodi     
Sanojen ääntämisen ja kirjoitusasun 
opettaminen erikseen     
Äänikirjat     
Tietokoneen tai muun teknisen 
apuvälineen käyttö     
Tukiopetus     



 

 

 
 

 

 
 

19. Oletko käyttänyt jotain muita kuin yllä mainittuja keinoja erityisesti lukihäiriöstä kärsivien 
oppilaiden/opiskelijoiden tukemiseen? 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

20. Haluaisitko kertoa vielä jotain muuta kokemuksistasi lukihäiriöön liittyen? Voit kirjoittaa 
vapaasti mistä vain, jos vaikka koet, että kysely ei kattanut kaikkea, mitä sinulla on 
lukihäiriöstä sanottavaa.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 

 



 

 

 
 

 

 
Kiitos osallistumisesta englannin opettajien kokemuksia lukihäiriöstä käsittelevään pro 
gradu -tutkimukseeni! 
 
Kiitos, kun osallistuit tutkimukseeni!  
 
Arvostaisin kovasti, jos voisit vinkata tutkimuksesta englanninopettajakollegoillesi, erityisesti heille, 
jotka eivät välttämättä käytä Facebookia.  
 
Jos haluat antaa palautetta kyselystä tai tutkimuksesta, voit tehdä sen tämä sivun lopussa. Otan 
palautteen mielelläni vastaan.  
 
Saatan haluta täydentää kyselyn tuloksia myöhemmin haastatteluilla. Mikäli haluat osallistua 
haastatteluun kyselyn aiheesta, jätä sähköpostiosoitteesi alla olevaan kenttään. (HUOM! 
Sähköpostiasi ei voida yhdistää aiemmin antamiisi vastauksiin!) 
 
Jätä tähän sähköpostiosoitteesi, jos haluat ilmoittautua vapaaehtoiseksi haastatteluun: 
 ________________________ 
 
 
Mikäli haluat saada tutkimuksen tulokset luettavaksesi tai mikäli haluaisit saada muita 
kirjallisuusvinkkejä lukihäiriöön ja vieraiden kielten opetukseen liittyen, voit jättää 
sähköpostiosoitteesi myös alla olevaan kenttään, jolloin lisään sinut sähköpostilistalle, jonka kautta 
lähetän halukkaille tietoja pro gradu -tutkielmani valmistuttua. (HUOM! Sähköpostiasi ei voida 
yhdistää aiemmin antamiisi vastauksiin! Sähköpostit lähetetään BCC:nä eli niin, etteivät vastaanottajat 
näe toistensa sähköposteja. Sähköpostilista hävitetään informoinnin jälkeen.) 
 
Jätä tähän sähköpostiosoitteesi, jos haluat ilmoittautua sähköpostilistalle myöhempää tiedotusta 
varten: 
__________________________ 
 
 
Kommentteja ja palautetta kyselystä tai tutkimuksesta: 
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APPENDIX 2: Items used for sum-variables 
 
 
Knowledge about dyslexia: 
 

• Dyslexia is hereditary.  
(Lukihäiriö on perinnöllistä.) 

• Dyslexia is a neurological condition.  
(Lukihäiriö on neurologinen vaiva.) 

• A dyslexic individual can be rehabilitated. REVERSED IN SCALE 
(Lukihäiriöstä voi kuntoutua.)  

• Dyslexia negatively affects memory.  
(Lukihäiriö vaikeuttaa muistin toimintaa.) 

• Dyslexia is associated with generally lowered abilities. REVERSED IN SCALE 
(Lukihäiriöön liittyy yleisesti heikko kykytaso.)  

• Dyslexia causes problems in spelling English. 
(Lukihäiriö aiheuttaa vaikeuksia englannin oikeinkirjoituksessa.) 

• Dyslexia causes difficulties in and slows down reading of English.  
(Lukihäiriö vaikeuttaa ja hidastaa englannin lukemista.) 

• Dyslexia causes difficulty in learning English sounds.  
(Lukihäiriö vaikeuttaa englannin äänteiden oppimista.) 

• Dyslexia causes difficulties in learning new vocabulary. 
(Lukihäiriö vaikeuttaa uuden sanaston oppimista.) 

• Dyslexia adds to a learner’s workload. 
(Lukihäiriö lisää opiskelijan työmäärää.) 

 
 
Attitudes towards dyslexia: 
 

• Dyslexic pupils/students should not participate in mainstream teaching.  
(Lukihäiriöisten oppilaiden/opiskelijoiden ei tulisi osallistua opetukseen tavallisessa 
luokassa.) 

• Dyslexic pupils/students have weak motivation. 
(Lukihäiriöisillä oppilailla/opiskelijoilla on heikko motivaatio.) 

• Dyslexic pupils’/students’ skills levels are below those of others. 
(Lukihäiriöiset oppilaat/opiskelijat ovat taidoiltaan muiden alapuolella.) 

• Dyslexic pupils/students are not as hardworking as others.  
(Lukihäiriöiset oppilaat/opiskelijat eivät ole yhtä ahkeria kuin muut.) 

 



 

   

APPENDIX 3: Privacy notice (in Finnish, 4 pages) 
TIETEELLISEN TUTKIMUKSEN 

TIETOSUOJASELOSTE/-ILMOITUS 
EU:n yleinen tietosuoja-asetus 

12–14 artiklat 
Laatimispäivä: [4.1.2021] 

 
Tietoa henkilötietojen käsittelystä Developmental dyslexia in the EFL Classroom – Finnish EFL 
Teachers’ Thoughts and Practices -tutkimuksessa 
 
Developmental dyslexia in the EFL Classroom – Finnish EFL Teachers’ Thoughts and Practices -tutkimus on osa 
pro gradu -tutkiemaa, jossa käytetään aineistoa, joka sisältää henkilötietoja. Tämän selosteen tarkoitus on 
antaa tietoa käsiteltävistä henkilötiedoista sekä siitä, mistä henkilötiedot ovat peräisin ja miten niitä käytetään 
tutkimuksessa. Selosteen lopussa kerrotaan tarkemmin, mitä oikeuksia rekisteröidyillä on. 
 
Tutkimukseen osallistuminen ja henkilötietojen antaminen on vapaaehtoista. Sinuun ei kohdistu mitään 
negatiivista seuraamusta, jos et osallistu tutkimukseen tai jos keskeytät osallistumisesi tutkimukseen. 
Tallennettuasi kyselylomakkeen tiedot, et voi kuitenkaan enää vetäytyä tutkimuksesta, ellei vastauksiasi voida 
tunnistaa aineistosta. 
 
 
Tutkimuksen rekisterinpitäjä, tietosuojavastaava, vastaava tutkija ja yhteyshenkilö 
 
Tutkimuksen rekisterinpitäjä, tietosuojavastaava, vastaava tutkija ja yhteyshenkilö on Katja Valtonen. 
Tutkimusta koskevissa asioissa voi ottaa yhteyttä osoitteeseen katja.valtonen(a)helsinki.fi. 
 
 
Kuvaus tutkimushankkeesta ja henkilötietojen käsittelyn tarkoitus 
 
Tutkimushankkeesta valmistuu pro gradu -tutkielma, jonka tarkoituksena on kartoittaa suomalaisten 
englanninopettajien kokemuksia lukivaikeudesta työssään. Kyselytutkimuksessa kerättyjen tietojen pohjalta 
saadaan tietoa siitä, millaisia valmiuksia opettajilla on tukea lukivaikeudesta kärsiviä oppilaita/opiskelijoita 
näiden englanninkielentaidon kehittymisessä. Tutkimustulosten pohjalta voidaan hahmottaa tilannekuvaa siitä, 
saavatko opettajat tarpeeksi tietoa oppimisvaikeuksista ja eriyttämisestä aineenopettajan koulutuksessa tai 
työelämässä. 
 
Lisäksi kyselytutkimusta ja sen tuloksia käytetään kyselytutkimuksia käsittelevän yliopistokurssin kurssityönä. 
 
 
Mitä tietoja tutkimusaineisto sisältää 
 
Kyselyssä pyydetään tutkittavilta seuraavanlaisia tietoja: 
ikä, sukupuoli, opetuskokemus vuosina, opetettavat kouluasteet, opettajan pedagogisten opintojen 
suoritusvuosi, mahdollinen muu opetettava kieli 
tutkittavan kokemuksia ja näkemyksiä lukivaikeudesta sekä eriyttämisestä  
 
Kyselyssä itsessään ei kerätä suoria tunnistetietoja. Mikäli osallistujat kuitenkin sellaisia luovuttavat, ne 
poistetaan tiedoista ennen tietojen analysointia.  
 
Kyselyn täyttämisen ja tallentamisen jälkeen erillisellä lomakkeella pyydetään vapaaehtoisia jättämään 
sähköpostiosoitteensa mahdollisia myöhempiä haastatteluita sekä tiedonantoa varten. Kyseisellä lomakkeella 
jätettyjä sähköpostiosoitteita ei kuitenkaan voida yhdistää kyselyssä annettuihin tietoihin.  
  



 

 

 
 

 

 
Mistä lähteistä henkilötietoja kerätään 
 
Tutkimuksessa käytetään vain kyselylomakkeella kerättyjä henkilötietoja. 
 
 
Arkaluonteiset henkilötiedot 
 
Tutkimuksessa ei käsitellä tietosuoja-asetuksen 9 artiklan mukaisia erityisiä henkilötietoryhmiä (eli 
arkaluonteisia henkilötietoja). 
 
 
Henkilötietojen käsittelyn oikeusperuste 
 
Henkilötietoja käsitellään seuraavalla yleisen tietosuoja-asetuksen 6 artiklan 1 kohdan mukaisella perusteella:  
 

 yleistä etua koskeva tehtävä: 
 tieteellinen tai historiallinen tutkimus tai tilastointi (tietosuojalain 4 §:n 3 kohta) 
 tutkimusaineistojen ja kulttuuriperintöaineistojen arkistointi (tietosuojalain 4 §:n 4 kohta) 
 tutkittavan suostumus 
 rekisterinpitäjän lakisääteisen velvoitteen noudattaminen 
 rekisterinpitäjän tai kolmannen osapuolen oikeutettujen etujen toteuttaminen 

 mikä oikeutettu etu on kyseessä: 
 
Jos henkilötietojen käsittely perustuu tutkittavan suostumukseen, tutkittavalla on koska tahansa oikeus 
peruuttaa suostumuksensa. Suostumuksen peruminen ei vaikuta ennen peruuttamista suoritetun käsittelyn 
lainmukaisuuteen. 
 
 
Tietojen vastaanottajat 
 
Tutkimuksessa kerättyjä tietoja ei siirretä tai luovuteta muille. Tutkimuksessa kerättyjä tietoja tulevat 
tarkastelemaan vain pro gradu -tukielman tekijä Katja Valtonen, sekä mahdollisesti pro gradu -tutkielmaa 
ohjaava yliopistonlehtori Niina Hynninen ja kyselytutkimuskurssin opettaja Laura Hekanaho. Opettajille 
esitetään vain aggregoitua tai muulla tavoin anonymisoitua aineistoa, josta yksittäistä vastaajaa ei voi 
tunnistaa.  
 
 
 
 Tietojen siirto Euroopan talousalueen ulkopuolelle 
 
Tietoja ei siirretä Euroopan talousalueen ulkopuolelle. 
 
 
 
Automatisoitu päätöksenteko 
 
Tutkimuksessa ei tehdä automaattisia päätöksiä, joilla on merkittävä vaikutus tutkittaviin. 
 
  



 

 

 
 

 

 
Henkilötietojen suojaus 
 
Tutkimusaineistoon sisältyviä henkilötietoja käsitellään ja säilytetään suojattuna niin, että ainoastaan niitä 
tarvitsevat henkilöt pääsevät tarkastelemaan tietoja. 
 
Tietojärjestelmissä käsiteltäviä tietoja suojataan seuraavilla tavoilla: 

 käyttäjätunnus ja salasana  
 käytön rekisteröinti/lokitus     
 kulunvalvonta   
 salaus/kryptaus   
 kaksivaiheinen tunnistautuminen   
 muu, mikä: 

 
Manuaalista (esim. paperimuodossa tai muuten aineellisessa muodossa) olevaa aineistoa suojataan seuraavilla 
tavoilla:  
Säilytetään lukitussa tilassa, johon vain tutkielman tekijällä on pääsy.  
 
Suorien tunnistetietojen käsittely: 

 Rekisterinpitäjä kerää henkilötiedot ilman suoria tunnistetietoja 
 Suorat tunnistetiedot poistetaan analysointivaiheessa ja säilytetään erillään analysoitavasta 

tutkimusaineistosta 
 Aineisto analysoidaan suorin tunnistetiedoin, koska (peruste suorien tunnistetietojen säilyttämiselle):  

 
 
Henkilötietojen käsittelyn kesto tässä tutkimuksessa 
 
Kyselytutkimuksessa kerättyjä tietoja käsitellään siihen asti, kunnes pro gradu -tutkielma on valmis.  
 
 
 
 Henkilötietojen käsittely tutkimuksen päättymisen jälkeen 
 

 Tutkimusaineisto hävitetään 
 

 Tutkimusaineisto säilytetään tämän tutkimuksen tulosten luotettavuuden arvioimista varten: 
 ilman suoria tunnistetietoja   tunnistetiedoin 

 
 Tutkimusaineisto säilytetään myöhempää, yhteensopivaa tieteellistä tutkimusta varten tietosuoja-

asetuksen vaatimusten mukaisesti: 
 ilman suoria tunnistetietoja   tunnistetiedoin 

 
Aineistoa säilytetään tietosuojailmoituksen kohdassa 1. mainitun vastaavan tutkijan mahdollista myöhempää 
tutkimusta varten vuoden 2031 loppuun asti. Aineistoa säilytetään elektronisesti käyttäjätunnuksella ja 
salasanalla suojattuna ja ilman suoria tunnistetietoja. Tutkimuksen yhteydessä kerätyt sähköpostiosoitteet 
hävitetään tiedotuksen lähetyksen ja mahdollisten haastattelujen jälkeen.  
 
Tutkimusaineiston säilytys perustuu tietosuoja-asetuksen 5 artiklan 1 kohdan b ja e alakohtiin. 
Ennen uutta tutkimuskäyttöä rekisterinpitäjä varmistaa, että uusi tutkimuskäyttö on yhteensopivaa aineiston 
alkuperäisen käyttötarkoituksen kanssa asetuksen vaatimusten mukaisesti. Tutkimusaineiston uudesta 
tutkimuskäytöstä lähetetään rekisteröidyille uusi tietosuojailmoitus, paitsi jos rekisterinpitäjä ei enää pysty 
tunnistamaan rekisteröityjä tutkimusaineistosta. 
 
Uudesta tutkimuksesta ei voida lähettää ilmoitusta rekisteröidylle myöskään silloin, jos tietojen toimittaminen 
olisi mahdotonta tai kohtuuttoman vaivalloista tai jos se estäisi tai vaikeuttaisi suuresti tutkimustarkoitusten 
saavuttamista (tietosuoja-asetuksen 14 artiklan 5 kohdan b alakohta). 
  



 

 

 
 

 

 
Mitä oikeuksia rekisteröidyllä on ja oikeuksista poikkeaminen 
Yhteyshenkilö tutkittavan oikeuksiin liittyvissä asioissa on tämän ilmoituksen kohdassa 2 mainittu henkilö. 
 
Rekisteröidyn oikeudet 
 
Tietosuoja-asetuksen mukaan rekisteröidyllä on oikeus:  
 
saada pääsy tietoihin 
oikaista tietoja 
poistaa tiedot ja tulla unohdetuksi 
rajoittaa tietojen käsittelyä 
siirtää tiedot järjestelmästä toiseen 
vastustaa tietojen käsittelyä 
olla joutumatta automaattisen päätöksenteon kohteeksi. 
 
Rekisteröity ei kuitenkaan voi käyttää kaikkia oikeuksia kaikissa tilanteissa. Tilanteeseen vaikuttaa esimerkiksi 
se, millä perusteella henkilötietoja käsitellään. 
 
Tarkempaa tietoa rekisteröidyn oikeuksista eri tilanteissa löytyy tietosuojavaltuutetun verkkosivuilta: 
https://tietosuoja.fi/rekisteroidyn-oikeudet-eri-tilanteissa 
 
Oikeuksien soveltuminen 
Jos henkilötietojen käsittely tutkimuksessa ei edellytä rekisteröidyn tunnistamista eikä rekisterinpitäjä pysty 
tunnistamaan rekisteröityä, oikeutta tietojen tarkastamiseen, oikaisuun, poistoon, käsittelyn rajoittamiseen, 
ilmoitusvelvollisuuteen ja siirtämiseen ei sovelleta, ellei rekisteröidy anna tunnistamisen mahdollistavia 
lisätietoja (tietosuoja-asetuksen 11 artikla). 
 
Oikeuksista poikkeaminen 
Tietosuoja-asetus ja Suomen tietosuojalaki mahdollistavat tietyistä rekisteröidyn oikeuksista poikkeamisen 
silloin, kun henkilötietoja käsitellään tieteellisessä tutkimuksessa ja oikeuksien toteuttaminen estäisi tai 
vaikeuttaisi suuresti käsittelyn tarkoitusten saavuttamista. 
 
Tarvetta poiketa rekisteröidyn oikeuksista arvioidaan aina tapauskohtaisesti.   
 
Valitusoikeus 
Sinulla on oikeus tehdä valitus tietosuojavaltuutetun toimistoon, mikäli katsot, että henkilötietojesi käsittelyssä 
on rikottu voimassa olevaa tietosuojalainsäädäntöä. 
 
Yhteystiedot: 
 
Tietosuojavaltuutetun toimisto 
Käyntiosoite: Ratapihantie 9, 6. krs, 00520 Helsinki 
Postiosoite: PL 800, 00521 Helsinki 
Vaihde: 029 56 66700 
Faksi: 029 56 66735 
Sähköposti: tietosuoja(at)om.fi 
 
 
 


